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INTRODUCTION 
Past studies of well drained, Bruniziems in southv.'estern 
Iowa have been largely restricted to soils developed on the 
level to gently convex divide positions (11, 12, 51, 52). 
Commonly, the associated moderately to steeply sloping soils 
have been classified as phases (37), and generally these 
phases have been considered to be members of the same catena 
or toposequence. The differences between the soils on the 
landscape were attributed to the differences in relief and 
drainage (27). 
Recent studies (33, 34) have shown that the gently convex 
to level divides probably have been relatively stable since 
the end of loess deposition, whereas the valley slopes may be 
younger than the Gary and/or Mankato glsciations. Other 
studies (35) have shown that dissection of the landscape in 
southwestern Iowa had exposed both leached and unleached loess 
to soil-foriiiing processes. It is apparent, therefore, that 
the differences between the soils on the landscape may be due 
to factors other than the variations in relief and drainage-
These lines of evidence suggested that a study which 
related the soils of the landscape to the development of the 
landscape may give information as to the trends of soil 
genesis. The purpose of this investigation was to study the 
Influence of landscape evolution on the physical and chemical 
properties of the soils developed within a watershed. Though 
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it is recognized, from previous studies that soil differences 
in the watershed selected are not likely to he extreme, the 
study itself is also one of methodology. 
To obtain the geomorphic control necessary the watershed 
surrounding Cut. No. 39 in central Pottawattamie County was 
selected for study. The geomorphology of the area had been 
studied by Ruhe (34), and radiocarbon date V,'-235 (30) xvas 
available for placing a raaxiraum age on the valley slopes. 
Description and Location of Area Studied 
The area studied was located in the south 1/2 of Sec. 
13, T76N, R41W, Pottawattamie County, Iowa (Figure 1). Sur~ 
flcial deposits were dominantly Iov^an-Tazewell loess and 
Recent alluvium'. Slopes of the watershed ranged from 1 to 
about 12 percent gradient. The area was drained by Middle 
Silver Creek, and a secondary divide (32, p. 665) was included 
within the watershed. * 
The area was located in the Marshall soil association 
area, but had soils of both the Marshall and Monona-Ida-Hamburg 
association areas. The major soils were the Marshall, Monona, 
Dow, Napier and Ida Series, which hsve been described in gen­
eral elsewhere (28, 41). 
Figure 1. Location of area studied in Pottawattamie 
County, Iowa 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Previous Work in Area Studied 
Previous work in the area on loess-derived soils was done 
by Hutton (11, 12). He reported on the properties of the Ida, 
Monona and Marshall series as part of a sequence of loess-
derived soils across southwestern Iowa. His work showed that 
the soils in the area were in the minimal to medial stage of 
development. Ruhe, Prill and Riecken (35) have discussed the 
morphology of the Dow series and the drainage characteristics 
which were inferred from profile characteristics alone, and 
from a regional study of the loess zonation. They concluded 
that the gleying of the Dow series was a relict feature and 
was not related to the present environment. 
The major work in geomorphology in southwestern Iowa was 
done by Ruhe (34) along the relocation of the Chicago, Rock 
Island, and Pacific railroad between Adair and Bently, Iowa. 
Ruhe (31) has given the generalized sequence of weather­
ing zones in the lowan-Tazewell loess from the surface down­
ward as; oxidized and leached, deoxidized and unleached, 
oxidized and unleached, and deoxidized and leached. Ruhe, 
Prill and Riecken (35) discussed the regional distribution 
of the weathering zones in the lowan-Tazewell loess. They 
gave the sequence of weathering zones in the post-Farmdale 
loess of Cut No. 39 from the surface downward as: oxidized 
and leached, deoxidized and unleached, oxidized and unleached, 
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and. deoxidized and leached. 
Ruhe and Scholtes (36) found that the upper deoxidized 
zone of the lovjan-'i 'azewell loess ;iias independent of the 
faunal zonation. On this line of evidence they placed the 
age of the upper deoxidized zone as later Wisconsin. Ruhe, 
Prill and Rlecken (35) concluded that the deoxidized zones 
were relict features of a pre-existing water tsible and zone 
of saturation. They suggested the causation of the loess 
zonation may have been a general condition of poorer drainage 
and/or two paleoclimatic changes toward greater precipitation. 
Ruhe (34), in his wrk along the Chicego, Rock Island 
and Pacific Railroad, identified the folloiHing post-Sangamon 
georaorphic surfaces: (a) an Earliest Wisconsin surface of 
dissection, (b) an Early Wisconsin terrace along the primary 
drainages, (c) a Late Wisconsin surface of dissection, and 
(d) a gully cut and fill surface. Several lines of evidence 
were cited by Ruhe (34) as Indicating Late Iv'isconsin dissec­
tion: (s.) slopes that beveled the Late Sangamon surface and 
the lowan-Tazewell loess, (b) the lo^'Jan terrace in the valleys 
of the Klshnabotna Rivers, and (c) slopes that bevel the 
weathering and faunal zones in the lowan-Tazewell loess. 
Boil Genesis Concepts 
The work of Hutton (11, 12) showed that the Monona and 
Marshall soils had slight increases in clay content in the 
upper solum over that present in the parent materials. The 
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greatest Increase In clay content occurred in a "B" horizon. 
The A horizon had an increase in nitrogen content over that 
in the parent material. The Dow and Ida series have been 
reported to have accumulated nitrogen in the A horizon, but 
have not been reported to have "B" horizons (35). 
In the proposed area of study, previous work (11, 12, 
35) indicated that the soils have either A-C profiles, or 
only weakly differentiated "B" horizons. Because the classi­
fication of the soils in the area into great soil groups 
depends upon the presence or absence of B horizons, it seemed 
pertinent to review the literature on criteria used in desig­
nating "B" horizons. 
Development of the B Horizon Concept 
Zaltharov (56) and Nikiforoff (23) attributed the develop­
ment of the A-B-C horizon concept to Dokuchaev. However, 
Zakharov (56) also credited Sibirtzev with the initial devel­
opment of the A-B-C horizon concept. Dokuchaev used the B 
horizon to designate a transition horizon from the bottom of 
the A to the top of the G, or the second horizon from the 
surface (23, 56). 
Bogoslovsky (1893) was cited by Zakhorov (56) as postu­
lating that the subsoil also was affected by soil formation 
and that its composition was partly related to the upper 
horizons. Zakharov (56) pointed out that there were three 
genetic soil horizons, but Zaichorov designated the "B" hori-
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zoa as a scne of eluvlr.tion and t:he "C" horizon as B Eone of 
illuviation. 
Glinka (9) defined the B horizon as a horlKon of varying 
thickness teneath the Burf?'.ce horizon, find a horiz.on to '^iiich 
materials had been added either by chemicfl or mechanic si 
means. Marbut (18, 19) defined the B horizon as a zone of 
llluvifition. 
Apparently during the l.^te 1920' ;; end early 1930's con-
siderabls confusion \:£iS involved la the meaning of the B 
horizon. Shaw (33, 39) defined the B as a horizon of deposi­
tion to 'which ffie.terlals hBve heen adfiscl by percoletlni;: >;aters. 
Accord.ing to Shaw the deposition of sulfates or carbonates 
would qualify the zone for a B horizon. Later Shaw (40) modi­
fied his e^9rli8r concept of the B horizon from a zone of accu-
muletion to a more strict definition of the E as a horizon of 
clay accufflulation. Norton (24) defined the B as a horizon of 
accumulation. 
Sokolousky (45) objected to the A, B, C nomenclature 
because the B horizon may be an eluvial horizon In one profile 
and an illuvlal horizon in another. Vileneky (discussion of 
A. M. Sokolovslcy's paper) raised the question as to whether 
A, B and C vare symbols of genetic horizons or whether they 
were only the order of the horizons. Smith and Harland (44) 
reported that the Illinois Soil Survey ha.d adopted numerical 
designations for horizons. This ^^8s done in order to avoid 
the use of the letters A, B and C in the manner not originally 
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Intended. They also postulated that the numerical system 
xvOulQ help to avoid the confusion vjhich resulted from using 
the same symbol for designating dissiniilsr horizons. 
Patrick: (£5) defined the B horizons of a typical Podzol 
and Chernozem on the basis of colors, composition reaction. 
The Podzol "B" contained accumulations of sesquioxide?, col­
loidal clay and organic matter leached from the A horizons-
The Chernozem "B" contained CaCOs, but Patrick noted that 
raaiiy pedologists objected to a B horizon in a Chernozem. They 
considered the Chernozem as an A-C soi] . 
In Soils aiid Men (53, p. 1159) the horizon was defined 
as: 
A usually deeper colored horizon often representing 
the zone of maximum illuviation where podzolized or 
solodized. Often transitional to C, with definite 
structure, but not indurated (hardened). 
The B horizon v.'as considered a zone of illuviation, but from 
the above description it may not be the zone of maximum illu­
viation. The use of structure as a criterion for a B horizon 
is the first mention of structure found in the literature by 
the author. Later definitions of the B horizon (54, p. 179) 
(27, p. 436) are generally similar to the definition given in 
Soils and Men (53). 
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METHODS MD PROCEDURES 
The investigation consisted of t>;o phases: field investi­
gations and laboratory inveBtigations. The procedures used 
in each phase of the investigation are described below-
Field Procedures 
The field investigation consisted of both geomorphic and 
soil investigations. The geomorphic investigations included 
the identification and mapping of the geologic deposits, geo­
morphic surfaces and the outcrops of the loess zonation. Deep 
borings were made to trace the distribution of the loess 
aonation and buried surfaces under the interfluves* The soil 
investigations Included describing end mapping the soil units, 
and collection of profiles for laboratory ntudy. 
Methods used in the geomoruhic lnve8tif:otions 
The watershed was studied by traverses along the axes of 
the divides and down the flanks. The deep borings were made 
at topographic changes and above the outcrops of the various 
loess zones. Distances were measured by pacing, and were 
checked for accuracy by measurement of an 8 inch to the mile 
aerial photograph. Elevations were determined by hand level­
ing. The elevations of prominent features were established 
as secondary control points. These secondary control points 
were checked by reference to the primary control point, the 
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top of the rail at the western gully fill of Cut. No. 39. 
previously Ruhe (34) had entga)lished the elevation of the 
primary control point during his work along the Chicago, Rock 
Island Slid Pacific railrosd. All trsverses in the present 
study were checked for accuracy by reference to one or inore 
of the control points- The accuracy obtained was plus or 
minus 2 feet, but most traverses closed within plus or minus 
1 foot. 
Methods used in the soil InvestiRations 
The soils were studied aiul described during the traverse 
Vi'ork for the geomcr-phic invostigt tion. This enabled construc­
tion of cross section profiles in Khich ihe soils could be 
related to the loess zonation or geologic deposits. The soils 
were iiispped on an 8 Inch to the mile photograph both during 
ynd subsequent to the geoiriorphic investij^^ations. All pro­
files were sampled from pits, except P605 which ¥as sampled 
along tlie north face of Cut Ko. 59 after cutting back 3 to 4 
feet from the face of the cut. Profile samples below 5 feet 
were obtained by use of a bucket auger. 
Terailnology used 
The terminology used in designation of the various loess 
aoaes follows that used by Ruhe (31) . The designation of the 
soil horizons and their various features follo-sv the termin­
ology suggested by the Soil Survey Manual (54). 
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Laboratory Procedures 
The samples collected during the field investigations 
were air dried, crushed to pass a 2 mm. sieve, and stored in 
glass jars until the various laboratory determinations were 
made. The particle size distribution, pH, exchangeable 
cations, free iron and total nitrogen -were determined for each 
profile sampled. The total iron of samples selected along 
the face of Cut No. 39 and one profile sample was determined. 
The percentages of quartz and feldspars were determined on 
the A, B and C horizons of the loess-derived soils. 
The percentages of total and free iron were determined 
from oven dry samples. Air dry samples, computed to oven dry 
weights, were used for particle size analysis, pH, exchange­
able cations and total nitrogen determinations. The procedures 
used are described below. 
Particle size analysis 
The pipette method (16) was used for particle size 
analysis. Hydrogen peroxide was used to destroy organic 
matter. Sodium hexaraetaphosphate (50) was used to disperse 
the soil. Each soil-water mixture was shaken for a 24-hour 
period. The particles less than 31 microns were separated 
with a 25 ml. pipette using a 10-centimeter settling depth. 
Sedimentation times were talcen from the nomograph by Tanner 
and Jackson (47). Wet sieving was used to determine the frac-
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tlons larger than 50 microns. 
Soil reaction 
The pH was determined with the glass electrode on a 
battery-operated Model G- Beckman, pH meter. A 1:1 soil-water 
niixture was stirred, allowed to stand for a minimum of 30 
minutes, restirred, and the pH measured. 
Exchan.q-eable cations 
Exchangeable bases were extracted by leaching duplicate 
10 gram samples with 350 ml. of neutral, normai ammonium 
acetate solution. Total exchangeable bases were determined 
according to the procedure given by Black (3). 
Exchangeable hydrogen was determined by leaching dupli­
cate 10 gram samples with 250 ml. of neutral, normal barium 
acetate. The acidity formed was titrated with sodium hydroxide 
using phenolphthalein as the indicator. 
Free iron 
The free iron of duplicate 1 grajn samples was extracted 
by Jeffries' method (13) as modified by Swenson (46). The 
samples were groiuid to pass a 40-mesh sieve. The standa3?d 
solutions for the iron curve were made from standard iron wire 
which had been washed in ether and dried at 110° C. The iron 
in solution was determined colorimetrically by the 0-phenanthro-
line method described by Swenson (46) using an Evelyn photo­
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electric colorimeter with a 515 millimicron filter. 
Total iron 
Approximately 0.5 gram oven dry samples or 0.1 gram 
samples of pipestefDs tiere fused with sodium carbonate accord­
ing to standard procedure (3). The fusions ^-jere cerried out 
in a muffle furnace. The samples were held in the furnace 
for 30 minutes after the temperature had reached 875° C. 
After the fusion the melt was removed from the platinum cru­
cibles and placed in £50 ml. beakers. Fifteen ml. of concen­
trated HCL was added and the samples evaporated to dryness on 
the steam plate- The samples were taken up x\'lth 15 ml. of 
4 normal HCL and distilled water, transferred to 500 ml., volu­
metric flasks ivithout filtering, and then made up to volume. 
The contents of the flasks were mixed thoroughly and allowed 
to stand until the insoluble silica residue had settled out. 
Aliquots were withdravm and the iron in solution >;as deter­
mined colorimetrically as in the free iron procedure. 
Total nitrogen 
The Kjeldahl procedure as outlined by Black (3) v.'as used 
to determine total nitrogen. Boric acid was used instead of 
sulfuric acid to catch the distillate and salicylic acid was 
omitted in the procedure* 
Petrographio procedures 
The fractions studied were separated by deoantation and 
sieving. All samples were cleaned by stirring 20 minutes in 
a mechanical mixer with 100 rnl. of Calgon solution (4, p. 
224) in 400 inl. of distilled water- To check the effectiveness 
of Calgon in removing ii'on oxides, duplicate samples were 
cleaned using Jeffries' (13) oxalic acid method. Tlie samples 
V'ere mounted and studied under a petrographic micro scope. 
Examination of the slides indicated that both methods were 
equally effective in removing iron oxides in the samples 
studied. Bromoform was used to separate the light and heavy 
minerals. Some contamination was experienced, but in grain 
counts minerals other than quartz and feldspars were dis­
regarded. All samples were mounted in Canada basalm. 
A petrographic microscope equipped vjith a mechanical 
stage was used for grain counts. Traverses \Mere made at equal 
intervals and only those grains that touched the intersection 
of the cross hairs xvere counted. Identification of grains 
was based on properties described by Rogers and Kerr (29) 
and Krumbein and Pettijohn (16). 
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FIELD IKVESTI&ATIONS 
The field Investigations were divided into two phases: 
(a) a georaorphic study, and (b) a study of the soils and their 
profile properties. The first phase of the investigation is 
reported below. 
Geoinorphic Investigations 
The purpose of the geomorphic investigations was to 
establish the factors and sequence of events which have in­
fluenced the development of the landscape. The identifica­
tion of the buried geoinorphic surfaces, the weathering zones, 
% 
and the terminology used ih designating the weathering zones 
in the lowan-Tazewell loess was based on the work of Ruhe 
(31, 34). Where possible, scale drawings have been used to 
clarify the descriptions of the distribution of the loess 
zonation and the buried geomorphic surfaces. 
Relief of the burled surfaces 
and loess thickness 
The relief of the area studied prior to deposition of 
the lowan-Tazewell loess was controlled by the Sangamon sur­
face, since the thickness of the Farmdale loess was approxi­
mately 3 feet. If the lowan-Tazewell loess was deposited 
uniformly over the area, the relief at the end of loess 
deposition would reflect the relief of the Sangamon surface. 
The relief of the Sangamon surface is not known through­
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out the watershed because the Wisconsin loess could not be 
penetrated at all points with the eo_uipment available. Vfhere 
the Saiigamon surface was exposed in Cut No- 39 the relief 
was less than that of the modern surface as shovn by Figure 
11.^ The elevations of the Sangamon surface from west to 
east in Cut No. 39 were 1,231 feet at P, 1,247 feet at Q, 
1,238 feet at R, 1,254 feet at S and 1,225 feet at T. The 
slopes from Q-p, Q-R, S-R and S-T were 3.7, 1.8, 3.6 and 3.4 
percent, respectively. The elevations of the Gangamon surface 
from the center of the divides in Cut No. 39 to the alluvial 
fill of 1-U.ddle Silver Creek were: 1,254 feet at A, 1,180 
feet at A', 1,247 feet at B and 1,176 feet at B' (Figure 12). 
The average slope of the Sangamon surface was 2.2 percent from 
A to A' and 2.9 percent from B to B' (Figure 12). 
The thickness of the lowan-Tazewell loess was 35 feet 
in the center of the east divide and 29 feet in the center of 
the west divide of Cut No. 39 (Figure 11). The loess thick­
ness at other sites in the center of the divides VB-B not 
measured because the loess could not be penetrated with the 
equipment used. 
Characteristics of the lowan-
Tazewell loess zonation 
The dominant surficial deposits of the area studied 
were lowan-Tazewell loess and alluvium. Cut No. 39 was 
^Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 will be found in the Appendix. 
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chosen as an arbitrary boundary of the area studied and 
offered an excellent opportunity to study both the distribu­
tion and properties of the lowan-Tazewell loess zonation. 
The distribution of the v.'esthering zones and buried georaorphic 
surfaces along the north face of Cut Ko. 39 are shown in 
B'igure 11. 
In the center of the divides of Cut No. 39 the sequence 
and properties of the vieathering zones of the lowan-Tazewell 
loess from the surface dovrnv^^ard was as follows. 
0:icidized and leached zone. Dark yelloiifish brown^-
(10YR4/4) leached silt loam which had common, fine, gray 
brown (2.5Y5/2) mottles that increased with depth. The matrix 
contained few, fine, strong brown and yellowish red mottles 
and dark oxide stains. The contact between the oxidized and 
leached zone and the underlying deoxidized sJid unleached zone 
was sharp. This contact was usually marked by an iron band 
1 to 3 inches thick of strong brown (7.5YR5/6) color. 
Deoxidized and unleached zone. Gray brown (2.5Y5/2) 
moist, and light gray (2.5Y7/2) dry, calcareous silt loam 
which had abundant, fine to coarse pipestenis of strong brown 
and dark reddish brown (7.5YR5/8 and 5YR3/4) colors. The pipe-
stems ranged in consistence from loose to slightly hard (54, 
p. 233), and in size from less than 1/8 to 1 inch in diameter. 
Most of the pipestems were oriented with the long axes verti-
^Munsell colors of moist soil unless otherwise stated. 
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cal, but a fe-w pipesterns had a horizontal orlentstion- Where 
the deoxidized and unleaohed zone was sampled for laboratory 
analysis there was an average of 23 pipesteirivs per squ.-^re foot. 
The deoxidized and unlesched zone passed dovm-mrd -with a clear 
boundary to the oxidized and unleached zone. 
Oxidized and unleaohed zone. Dark yellowish brown to 
yellowish brown (10YR4/4 to 10YR5/5) calcareous silt loam 
which contained few to coranionj medium, gray brown {2.5Y5/2) 
mottles, and sparse pipestems ranging in diameter frora lesf? 
than 1/8 inch to 1 inch. The characteristics of the pipe-
stems were similar to those in the deoxidized and unleached 
zone. A sharp boundary usually occurred between the oxidized 
and unleached zone and the underlying deoxidized and I'^sched 
zone. 
Deoxidized and leached zone. Gray brown {g.5Y5/c) 
moist, and light gray (2.5Y7/2) dry, leached silt losm which 
contained abundant pipestems 1/8 to 1/4 inch in diameter.. 
The pipestems were yellowish red and dark reddish brown 
(5YR4/8 and 5YR3/4) in color. In some areas the deoxidized 
and unleached zone was banded. The bands were less than 3 
inches thick and had sharp boundaries. The colors of the 
bends were gray brown or dark gray brown (2.5Y5/2 or 2.5Y4/2); 
the latter had common, fine yellowish red (5YR4/8) mottles, 
in areas where the upper and lower deoxidized zones coalesced 
the clea.vage planes of the basal deoxidized zone contained 
carbonate in powder sM needle-like forms. An abrupt boundary 
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occurred between the deoxidized and leached zone and the under­
lying Farmdale loess. 
The upper deoxidized and unlaached, and the oxidized and 
unleached z,one would not effervesce in dilute HCL in all parts 
of Cut Ho. 39. The matrices of both zones in the western part 
of Cut No. 39 ranged from wealtly effervescent to non-efferves­
cent, and in the eastern part of Cut No. 39 from freely effer­
vescent to vjeakly or non-effervescent. 
Ruhe, Prill and Riecken (35) and Ruhe and Scholtes (35) 
have reported on the sequence of the weathering zones in Cut 
No. 59. The descriptions of the loess zonation given above, 
however, are more detailed in some respects than those re­
ported by Ruhe, Prill and Riecken (35). 
Distribution of lowan-Tazewell 
loess weathering zones 
The distribution of the weathering zones along the north 
face of Cut Mo. 39, the axes of the divides, and from the 
center of the divides to their outcrops on the valley slopes 
are shown in Figures 11, 12 and 13. The locations of the 
traverses shown in Figures 12 and 13 are plotted on the index 
map of Figure 13. 
The contacts between the weathering zones in Cut Ko- 39 
followed the Sangamon surface (Figure 11), but near the gully 
fills the deoxidized and unleached zone sloped downward and 
joined the basal deoxidized and leached zone. East of the 
eastern gully fill the entire cut vas gleyed, but the two 
deoxidized zones could not be separated accurptely because 
the basal deoxidized zone had been partially resaturated with 
carbonates. 
In the watershed, as in Cut No* 39, the oxidized and 
leached zone occurred on the level to gently convex divide 
positions and the upper portions of the valley slopes (Figures 
11, 12 end 13). Along the shsroly convex divides the oxidized 
and leached zone thinned and was truncated by the present 
slope (Figure 12, A plus 2,700 feet). An exception uss found 
in traverse B-B' (Figure 12), taut sparse carbonate concre­
tions were found above the upper deoxidized zone from B plus 
900 feet to B'. Although along traverse B-B' the matrix of 
the loess would not effervesce in dilute HGL, the distribution 
of the oxidized and les.ched zone may be sirailsr to traverse 
A-A' • 
The upper deoxidized and unleached zone was essentially 
level under the axes of the level to gently convex divides 
(Figure 12, A-A'). Along; the axes of the sharply convex 
divides the upper deoxidized zone did not outcrop where the 
oxidized and leached zone was ebsent, but sloped dovmward and 
joined the basal deoxidized zone (Figure 12). In the latter 
positions the oxidized and unleached zone was exposed at the 
surface. The upper deoxidized zone sloped from the center 
of the divides to its outcrop on the valley slopes (Figures 
11 and 13) where it was truncated by the present slope. In 
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soffis areas (Figure 13, D-D' siid G-C'F') the upper deoxidized 
zone sloped downward and joined the 'bv'jsal deoxidized zone, but 
in most instances was separated ti-om the basal deoxidized 
zone.by the oxidized and leached zone (Figure 13). 
The oxidized and unleached zone occurred both above and 
below the upper deoxidized zone. Under the level to gently 
convex divides the sequence of weathering zones was similar 
to that reported in Cut No- 39, but a foot or two of oxidized, 
unleachsd loess occurred above the upper deoxidized zone 
(Figure 12, A-A'). Under tlie sharply convex divides the 
oxidized, unleached loess above the uppsr deoxidized zone 
thiciiened (Figure 12) . 
The basal deoxidized zone was exposed in only a few areas 
in the watershed. Near the heads of the present drsinsge 
syste."!; the zone had been buried by alluviuir., but in the lower 
portions of the watershed the basal deoxidized zone had been 
reoxidized to a depth of 3 to 6 feet, and positive identlfice-
tion from the surface features alone could not be.msae. The 
outcrop of the basal deoxidized zone, shoxvn in the index map 
of Figure 13, was delineated by extrapolation of its distribu­
tion under the interfluves. Where this zone outcropped it 
was either partially or completely reoxidized. Under the 
valley slopes near the alluvial fill of Middle Silver Greek 
the basal deoxidized zone -was absent where the loess thinned 
(Figure 12) . 
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Properties and distribution 
of the alluvial fill 
The Iowan~Tgze?/ell loess v^as the dominant sur'ficial 
deposit in the area studied, but, as shown by Figures 3 and 
4 (pages 31 and 34, respectiveljf) approximgtely one-third of 
the area was occupied by the alluvial fill. The term gully 
fill is used to designate the narrow areas of alluvium as 
Ruhe, Prill and Hlecken (35) h;jve used this term to designate 
similar deposits. 
The gully fills along the north face of Gut No* 39 (Fig­
ure 11) n:ere finer textured than the lowan-Taze'/jell loess, 
and coarser textured than the Gangsmon psleosol. The texture 
of the fill WES estimated in the field ss a light silty clay 
loarn vvhereas the calcareous loess in Cut Ko • 39 wan estimated 
as a niediuiri silt loain. The 3^ horizon of the Sangamon psle-
osol v<as a light silty olsy (34). Colors of the fill range 
from very dark j/^ray brown to dKrk brow'n (10YR3/2.5 to 4/3) 
while the underlying inaterials were dorainantly gray brown 
(2.5Y5/2). When examined in a pit or along; the face of Gut 
No. 39 the fill had common black (10YR2/1 to 2/1.5) streaks 
and channels to depths of 15 feet or more. 
The gully fill occupied the flat to slightly concave 
portions of the valley slopes, the spoon-shaped areas at the 
heeds of di-ainageways and the areas in and around drainage-
ways- The distribution of the fill is shown in Figures 3, 
4 and 13. 
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The gully fill was uniform in thickness from the head to 
near the mouth of the south branch of the drainage system. 
The thicliiiess in the deepest part averaged approxlmptely 18 
feet, but beyond 0-0' (Figure 2) the fill thickens to inore 
than 20 feet. As shown by Figure £ the cross section of the 
fill was also uniform, except along traverse L-L' • Tr:' 'verf!e 
L~L' was along the north face of Cut No. 39 and included p)?rt 
of a siiiall drainageway. 
Distribution of loess zones 
ajid alluvial fill 
The outcrop pattern of the loess zones and the distribu­
tion of the alluviuni is shown in Figure 13. It may be noted 
that the outcrops of the deoxidized zones were absent near 
the lov/er portions of the >;atershed. This is due to the 
upper deoxidised zone sloping downward and joining the basal 
deoxidized zone under the narrov; divides- Also the basal 
deoxidized zone was either absent or has been reoxidized in 
the sacie areas. Near the heads of the present drainage system 
the tv;o deoxidized zones v;ere separated by the oxidized and 
leached zone. The basal deoxidized zone was absent near the 
heads of the present drainage system as a result of its 
burial by the alluvium. 
Evolution 
The evolution of the landscape in the area studied was 
Figure 2. fiully fill cross sections 
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one of the primary objectives of the georaorphic investigations. 
In the following discussion the data presented eerlier will 
be summarized and inferences dravm as to the development of 
the landscape. 
The Sangamon surface in Cut No. 39 wavS found to be one 
of low relief, and the thickness of the lowan-Tazewell loess 
in the center of the divides of Cut No. 39 was not uniform. 
The lows of the Sangamon surface corresponded to the present 
drainageways (Figure 11), and the loess zonation also sloped 
toward the present orainage system from the center of the 
divides ( i"lgure 13). Thus, it may be inferred from these 
lines of evidence that the area studied was one of low relief 
at the end of loess deposition, although the differences in 
loess thickness may have increased the relief over thet of the 
Sangamon surface- She area possibly had a drainage system 
similar to the present drainage system at the end of loess 
depo sit ion'. 
Along the narrow, sharply convex divides the upper de­
oxidized zone sloped downward and joined the basal deoxidized 
zo^§ (Figure/l2)' If the upper deoxidized zone was a deposi-
tional feature it should have the same relative elevation 
above the Sangamon surface throughout these traverses. This 
additional evidence supports the conclusion of Ruhe, Prill 
and Riecken (3.6) and Ruhe and Scholtes (36) that the deoxi­
dized and unleached zone was formed subsequent to loess deposi­
t i o n .  R u h e  a n d  S c h o l t e s  ( 3 6 )  h a v e  d a t e d  t h e  l o e s s  z o n a t i o n  ps  
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late Wisconsin. 
Where the two deoxidized zones joined under the narrow 
convex divides (Figure 12) the water table snd zone of satura­
tion did not have the sarae relative elevation above the Srmga-
inon surface. The same relationship would hold where the two 
deoxidized zones joined on the flanks of tho divides (Figure 
13. D-D' and G-G'). The Inference is drawn from the apparent 
lowering of the water table and zone of saturation that during 
Late Wisconsin time the relief of the lower portion of the 
watershed was greater than near the heads of the present drain­
age system. 
The dissection of the landscape is shown by the angular 
truncation of two or more of the weathering zones by the 
present slope (Figures 11, 12 and 13). Additional evidence 
of erosion is found in the thinning of the loess from the 
center of the divides to the alluvial fill of Middle Silver 
Creek (Figure 12). These lines of evidence date the valley 
slopes and portions of the divides as Latest Wisconsin-Recent. 
A more accurate dating of the valley slopes is obtained 
from radiocarbon sample W-235 (30) which was collected from 
the basal part of the gully fill along•traverse L-L' (Figure 
2)• Radio carbon sample W-235 was dated at 6,800 + 300 years, 
but approximately 16 feet of sediment overlay the sainple site. 
The gully fill was continuous from the mouth to the head of 
the present drainage system and the fill overlays the basal 
deoxidized zone and part of the lower oxidized airid unleached 
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zone (Figure 13, D-D', G-G', J-J' and K-D')• Therefore, the 
sediment of the fill aiust have been derived from the adjacent 
valley slopes, and the valley slopes may "be dated as less than 
6,800 + 300 years. 
Throughout the traverse frora Atlantic to Bently, Iowa, 
Ruhe (34) found the complete sequence of weathering zones in 
the VJisconsin loess present at all level to gently convex 
divide positions- Ruhe end Bcholtes (36) also found that in 
the buried georaorphic surfaces the oldest surface was always 
located on the divide positione and the younger, if present, 
on the valley flanks. Therefore, it inay be concluded from the 
regional distribution of the weathering zones and the buried 
surfaces that the gently convex to level upland divides prob­
ably have been relatively stable since Tazewell time. 
A topographic saddle was formed (Figure 12, A plus 600 
feet) where t'wo opposing drainageways had almost met (Figure 
13 index map) and partially truncated the oxidized and leached 
zone. Thus, the topographic saddle must be later than loess 
deposition, but the area v?as small and was Included with the 
Tazewell surface. Data are not available which will allow a 
more accurate dating of the valley slopes or the alluvium 
than Recent (6,800 + 300 years). The ages of various portions 
of the landscape and their distribution are shown in Figure 3. 
F'igure 3. Distribution of the Tazewell and Recent surfaces 
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Soil Investigations 
The soils study of the area included: (?) examinstion 
and classification of the soils into series snd types; (b) 
preparation of a highly detailed map of the distribution of 
the soil types; and (c) preparation of detailed morphological 
descriptions and collection of profile sainples of several soil 
types for laboratory studies. The distribution of the indi­
vidual types is given in Figure 4. Samples of six profiles 
representing four mapping units were collected for laboratory 
study. The collection site of the profiles is sliovm in Figure 
4 and the location of each profile, except p605, with reference 
to the loess zonation is shown in Figure 10. 
The following morphological descriptions are of the pro­
files sampled for laboratory study. These profiles represent 
four of the mapping units established. Two profiles of the 
Monona soils were collected to represent the range in carbon­
ate content of the parent materials. The two profiles of the 
Napier soils represent the range of slopes of these soils in 
the watershed. 
Marshall silty clay loam (P600) 
Location; Two feet south of northern boundary of railroad 
right of way in center of gently convex 1 per cent 
divide. Southwest 1/4 Southeast 1/4^ Southeast 
1/4, Sec. 13, T-76N, R-41W, Pottav/attamie County, 
Iowa. 
Figure 4. Distribution of soil mapping units 
Legend 
1 Marshall sllty clay loam 
2 Monona silt loam 
•3 Napier silty clay loam 
4 Dow silty clay loam 
41 Monona-Dow intergrade 
5 Undifferentiated soils developed in alluvium 
6 Ida silt loam 
Profile locations 
zk P600 A 
A 
P603 
A P601 A P605 
A P602 A P604 
Mote: Sites on the map are located b b  follows: A point 
one-half the distance between D and E would be D.5. 
If the point wan located one-half the distance between 
D and E and one-hslf the distance between 1 and 2 its 
location would be D.5-1.5. 
The first number designates the soil type, and the 
second number the slope percentage: 4-12 is Dow 
silty clay loam on a 12 per cent slope. 
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Depth, Sample 
Horizon inches number Description 
Alp 0-6 P~600-l Very derk brown (lOYRg/2)^ friable 
light silty clay loam. Cloddy 
which breaks to weak fine granular 
structure. Abrupt boundary to 
A3B1. 
6-10 -2 Very dark brown (10YR2/E) vath 
soffie mixing of very dark gray 
brovm (10TR3/E) friable light to 
medium silty clay loam. Weak fine 
granular structure- Gradual 
boundary to 821* 
^21 10-13 -3 Very dark gray brovjn (10YR3/2.5) 
13-16 -4 friable light to medium silty clay 
loam. VJeak fine subangular blocky 
structure. Thin nearly continuous 
clay skins on vertical end hori­
zontal surfaces. Gradual boundary 
to Bgg. 
Bgg 16-19 -5 Dark brown (10YR3/3) friable 
19-22 -6 light to medium silty clay loam. 
22-25 -7 VJeak fine subangular blocky peds 
v-'ith thin discontinuous clay skins 
on horizontal and vertical sur­
faces. Continuous clay skins in 
pores. The peds have a tendency 
to be arranged in weak coErse 
prisms when dry. Gradual boundary 
to B3. 
B3 25-28 -8 Dark yello'.^isb brown (10YR4/4) 
28-31 -9 friable heavy silt loam with few 
31-35 -10 fine grayer and browner mottles. 
Thin discontinuous clay skins on 
vertical surfaces of larger aggre­
gates. Weak medium blocky struc­
ture. Gradual boundary to 
B3C]_ 35-40 -11 Dark yellowish brown to yellowish 
40-45 -12 brown (10YR4.5/4) friable heavy 
to medium silt loam with few fine 
gray brown (2.5Y5/2) and strong 
^Munsell color notations of moist soil. 
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brown mottles. Thin discontinuous 
clay skins on vertical surfaces 
of larger aggregates. Gradual to 
diffuse boundary to C]_. 
C;j_ 45-50 -13 Yellovjish brown (10YR5/4) friable 
50-55 -14 medium silt loam. Massive, with 
55-50 -15 common fine and medium gray brown 
60-72 -16 (2.5Y5/2) and light brown gray 
72-84 -17 (2.516/2) and few fine strong 
84-96 -18 brown mottles. The gray brown and 
96-108 -19 light brown gray mottles increase 
108-120 -20 with depth. 
Monona silt loam (P601) 
Location: Two feet south of northern boundary of railroad 
right of way, 142 feet west of P604 on 10 per cent 
convex slope- Southeast 1/4, Southwest 1/4, South-
.east 1/4, Sec. 13, T-76W, Ti-41¥, Pottawattamie 
County, Iowa. 
Depth, Sample 
Horizon inches number 
^-Ip 
A3B1 
B 21 
0-6 P-601-1 
6-9 -2 
9-12 -3 
12-15 -4 
Description 
Very dark brown (10YR2/2) friable 
light silty clay loam to heavy 
silt loajB. VJeak fine granular 
structure. Clear boundary to AgB]_. 
Very dark gray brown to dark brown 
(10YR3/2.5) friable light silty 
clay loam. Thin nearly continuous 
clay skins on vertical and hori­
zontal surfaces of weak fine sub-
angular blocky peds. Gradual 
boundary to Bgi-
Dark brown {10YR3/3) friable 
light silty clay loam to heavy 
silt loam. Thin discontinuous 
clay skins on vertical and hori­
zontal surfaces of weak fine sub-
angular blocky peds. Gradual 
boundary to Bgg. 
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Bgg 15-18 -5 Dark brown (10yR3.5/3) heavy silt 
loam. V.'eak fine eubangular 
blocky structure. Thin discon­
tinuous clay skins on vertical 
surfaces and moderate continuous 
clay skins in pores. Gradual 
boundary to B3. 
Bg 21-25 -7 Dark brown (10YR4/3) with to 
25-29 -8 common fine gray brown (2.5Y5/2) 
29-33 -9 and few fine strong brown mottles, 
friable silt loara. Weak medium 
blocky peds with continuous clay 
skins in pores and thin discontinu­
ous clay skins on vertical surfaces. 
Gradual to diffuse boundary to 
BsCl-
6302^ 33-37 -10 Dark yellowish brown {10YR4/4) 
37-41 -11 friable silt loara with common 
medium gray brown (2.5Y5.2) and 
few fine strong brown mottles 
and dark oxides. Very weak 
medium to coarse blocky struc­
ture. Diffuse boundsry to Cx-
Ql 41-48 -12 Yellowish brown (10YR5/4) friable 
48-60 -13 silt loam with common fine and 
60-68 -14 medium gray brown (2.5Y5/2) and few 
fine strong brown mottles and few 
fine dark oxides. Massive. Clear 
boundary to the D horizon. 
D 68+ -16 Gray brown {2.5Y5/2) massive silt 
loam with few fine to medium strong 
brown (7.5YR5/8) mottles. Weakly 
effervescent to dilute HCL. The 
D horizon is the upper deoxidized 
and unleached zone. 
Monona silt loam (P605) 
Location; 147 feet north of northern boundsry of railroad 
right of way, and 224 feet west of center of 
gully fill at northern boundsry of right of way. 
Slope 12 per cent; convex. Southwest 1/2, South­
west 1/4, Southeast 1/4, Sec. 13, T-76N, R-41W, 
Pottawattamie County, Iowa* 
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Depth, Sample 
Horizon inches number Description 
^Ip P-603-1 Very dark brown (10YR2/2) friable 
heavy silt loam to light sllty 
clay loam. i,\ieak fine granular 
structure. Abrupt boundary to 
A3B1. 
AB 5-8 -2 Very dark gray brown (10YR3/2) 
with some mixing of dark brown 
(10YR3/3) moist friable light 
silty clay loam. Iveak fine sub-
angular blocky structure. 
G-rsdual boundary to Bg3_. 
^21 D8.rk gray brown to brown (10YR4/ 
11-14 -4 2.5) friable light silty clay 
loam. Weak fine subangular 
blocky structure with thin dis­
continuous clay skins on vertical 
surfaces. Gradual boundary to 
B22" 
B22 14-17 -5 Dark brown (10YR4/3) friable 
17-20 -6 heavy silt loarn with few yellow-
20-23 -7 ish red (5YR4/6) pipesteiss less 
thajn 1/8 inch in diameter. Weak 
fine to medium subangular blocky 
structure with thin discontinuous 
clay skins on vertical surfaces. 
Grsfiual boundary to B3. 
B3 23-28 -8 Dark yellowish brown to yellowish 
28-34 -9 brown (10YR5.5/4) friable heavy 
silt loam with few fine gray 
brown (2.5Y5/2) mottles and few 
fine to medium yellowish red 
(5YR4/5) pipestems. VJeak medium 
blocky structure. Abrupt boundary 
to Cgg. 
Cq q  34-35 -10 Dark yellowish brown to yellowish 
brown {10YR4.5/4) friable silt 
loam with few fine gray brovm 
(2.5Y5/2) mottles and common 
carbonate concretions of 1 to 
1 / 2  inch diameter. Matrix is 
leeched. 
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C 35-40 -11 Dark yellowish brown, to yellovjlsh 
40-46 -12 brown (10IR4.5/4) •••massive silt 
46-52 -13 loam with common fine grey brown 
{2.5Y5/2) mottles and comfr.on 
yellowish red (5YR4/6) pipesteics 
with a meximum diameter of 1/4 
inch. 
Near the boundsry of the D horizon 
the gray brown colors increase to 
many fine and coarse mottles. 
The matrix is leeched, but occa­
sional carbonste concretions occur 
below 35 inches. Abrupt boundsry 
to the D horizon. 
D 52-64 -14 Gray brown (2.5Y5/2) massive fri­
able silt loam with common strong 
brown and yellowish red (7.5YR5/6 
end 5YR4/6) pipes terns with a 
maximum diameter of 1/4 inch. 
Leached of csrbonate. The D 
horizon is the basal deoxidized 
and leached zone. 
Dow sllty clay loam (P602) 
Location: 225 feet east of southwest corner of Southeant 1/4, 
Northeast 1/4, Southeast 1/4, Sec. 13, T-76N, 
R-41W, Pottawattie County, Iowa- Slope 11 per 
cent; convex. 
Depth, Sample 
Horizon inches number Description 
•^Ip P-602~l Very dark, gray broxvn {2.5Y3/2) 
friable light silty clay loam. 
Weak fine granular structure. 
Abrupt boundary to 
AB 5-9 -S Dark gray brown (2.5Y4/2) with 
some mixing of very dark gray 
brown (2.5Y3/2). Friable light 
silty clay loam. Weak medium 
subangular blocky structure with 
thin discontinuous clay skins on 
both horizontal and vertical sur­
faces. Clear boundary to Bg. 
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Bp 9-1-3 -3 Dark gray brown to gray brown 
13-17 -4 (E.5Y4.<5/2) friable heavy silt 
loam 'With few fine and medium 
strong brown and yelIov-;ish red 
(7.5YR5/6 and 5YR4/8) pipesteras. 
Weak fine and medium blocky peds 
with thin discontinuous clsy 
skins on vertical surfsees and 
thin continuous clay skins in 
pores. Gradual boundary to B.3. 
B3 17-21 -5 Grsiy brown (2.5Y5.2) friable when 
21-26 -6 moist and h&rd w'^en dry heavy to 
medium silt loam with comison fine 
to coarse pipes terns of strong 
brown and yellov;ish red (7.5YP, 
5/8 and 5YR4/6). Pipesterns have 
the long axis arranged vertically. 
Very weak medium to coarse blocky 
peds with thin discontinuous clay 
skins on vertical surfaces. 
G-radual boundary to C^. 
C2_ 26-30 -7 Gray brown (2.5Y5/2) friable 
massive silt loam with coirimon 
fine to coarse pipesteras of 
strong brown and yellowish red 
(7.5YR5/8 and 5YR4/6). Thin 
discontinuous clay skins on ver­
tical clevage faces. Clear 
boundary to 
C21 30-35 -8 Gray brown (2.5Y5/2) massive 
friable silt loara with common 
fine to coarse strong brown and 
yellowish red (7.SYR5/6 and 
5YR4/6) pipesterns. B'ew fine 
carbonate concretions, but the 
matrix appears to be leached. 
Clear boundsry to 022* 
C22 35-47 -9 Gray brown (2.5Y5/2) massive 
47-59 -10 friable silt loam xulth common 
59-71 -11 fine to coarse strong brown and 
yellowish red pipestems (7.5YR5/6 
and 6YH4/6). Many fine carbonate 
concretions. The matrix may be 
leached, but appears to be cal­
careous. Clear boundary to the 
D horizon. 
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80+ Dark yellowish brown (lOYPi4/4) 
massive friable calcareous silt 
loam. The D horizon is the lov;er 
oxidized and unleached zone-
Mapier sllty clay loam (P604) 
Location; 
Horizon 
Ip 
^12 
Two feet south of northern boundary of railroad 
right of v;ay on 8 per cent flat to slightly con­
cave slope- Southeast 1/4, Southwest i/4, South­
east 1/4, Sec. 13, T-76N, R-41W, Pottawattamie 
County, Iov;a. 
Depth, 
inches 
0-6 
4-8 
8-13 
13-18 
Sample 
number 
P-604-1 
-c 
-3 
-4 
Description 
Very dark brown {lOYHS/2) moist 
fripble light sllty clay loara. 
V/ee.k fine granular structure-
Abrupt boundsry to 
Very dark brown to very dark gray 
(10YH2/2 to 3/1) frifible light 
silty clay loam- Weak fine granu­
lar structure- G-radual boundary 
to AB. 
AB 18-24 
^21 
^22 
24-28 
28-32 
32-37 
37-42 
42-47 
47-53 
-5 Very derk brown to very dark gray 
brown {10IR8.5/S) moist frisble 
light sllty clay loam. Weak fine 
to medium subangulsr blocky struc­
ture. Gradual boundary to Bg]^-
-6 Very dark gray brown (10YR3/g) 
-7 friable light to medium silty 
-8 clay loam. Weak fine subangular 
blocky structure with thin con­
tinuous clay skins. Gradual 
boundary to Bgg-
-9 Very dark gray brown to dark 
-10 brown {10YR3/2.5) frieble light 
-11 to medium silty clay loam. Weak 
fine to medium subangular blocky 
structure with thin continuous 
clay skins. Sredual boundary to 
03-
42 
B3 53-60 -12 Very dark gray brown to dsrk brown 
60-72 -13 (10yR3/2.5)' fripble light, silty 
cloy loam to he&vy silt loani. 
Weak medium blocky structure with 
thin continuous clay skins on 
vertical surfaces. Interior of 
peds sre dark brown {10YR3/3). 
Gradual to diffuse boundary to 
Ci-
Ct 72-84 -14 Dark gray brown to dark brovm 
84-96 -15 (10YR4/2.5) friable massive hesvy 
96-108 -16 silt loam viith few fine fsint 
strong brown .nottles. Clear 
boundsr-y to D horizon. 
D 180+ Gray brown (2.5Y5/2) friable cal­
careous silt loarn. 
Napier ailty clay loam (P605) 
Locetion: Center of gully fill ot the north face of railroad 
cut- Slope 4 per cent. Southeast 1/4, Southi/c'est 
1/4, Southeast 1/4, Sec. 13, T-76H, R-41VJ, Potta­
wattamie County, loi'ja. 
Depth, Sample 
Horizon inches number Description 
Al 0-3 P-605-1 Very dark gray (lOYRS/l) friable 
3-6 -2 light silty clay loam. Cloddy 
6-9 -3 structure which breaks to weak 
9-12 -4 fine granular. Gradual bound-iry 
12-15 -5 to. kyii-
15-18 -6 
m 18-24 -7 Very dssA gray to very dark gray 
brown (lOYRo/l.o) friable light 
silty clay loam. Very weak fine 
subangular blocky, almost massive, 
structure. Gradual boundary to 
Sgl-
Bpi 24-28 -8 Very dark gray brown (10YP3/2) 
28-32 -9 friable light to medium silty 
clay loam. Very weak, almost 
massive, fine subangulsr blocky 
structure with thin continuous 
clay skins on horizontal and 
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"Vertical surfaces. G-raduel 
bound?ry to Bgg. 
Bgg 32-36 -10 Yery dp.ric gray "broi^n to dark 
36-40 -11 brown (10YR3/2.5) frisble light 
40-44 -1£ to medium silty clay IOES. Weak 
fins and medium subangalsr blocky 
s tru c tu re • Wh en d ry th e B gg and 
B3 horizons heve a tendency'^to 
be arranged in veak, o-iedium to 
coarse prisms. Thin continuous 
clay skins on vertical pnd hori­
zontal surfaces- Medium cl.^y 
skins on faces of priaras. Sradual 
boundary to Bg. 
B3 44-48 -13 Dark brown (10Y,R3/3) friable 
48-54 -14 light silty clay loam. Week 
64-SO -15 medium blocky structure. Thin 
60-68 -16 continuous clay skins cort both 
66-72 -17 vertical and horizontal Burfaces. 
Medium clay skins on the vertical 
faces of weak medium and coarse 
prisms. Diffuse boundary to C. 
C 72-84 -18 Dark gray brown to dark brovm 
84-204 (10YR4/2 to 4/2-5) friable 
massive light silty clay Icsni-
Thin continuous clay skins along; 
vertical clevage plains. 
D 204 Loveland loess. 
The soils of the watershed studied have developed from 
Io-;7an-Ta?.evjell loess and alluvium. Five mapping units, Nos. 
1, 2, 4, 41 and 6, irjere established to represent the soils 
developed from loess and two mapping units, Kos. 3 and 5, to 
represent the soils developed from alluvium. The distribution 
of the individual mapping units is given in Figure 4. A 
legend relating the profile sample number to the soil type 
and the mapping number is given in Table 1. 
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Table 1- Map symbol, soil type and profile number of 
profiles sampled for laboratory analysis 
Map symbol Soil type Profile no-
1 Marshall silty clay loam P600 
2 Monona silt loam P501, P602 
3 Napier silty clay loam P604, P605 
4 Dow silty clay loam P602 
41 Monona-Dow intergrade Not sampled 
5 Undifferentiated soils 
developed from alluvium Not sampled 
6 Ida silt loam Not sampled 
In the following paragraphs the characteristics of the 
mapping units, and the criteria used in their separation are 
discussed. 
Marshall silty clay loam- The Marshall soils, mapping 
unit No. 1, were well drained, permeable Brunizeras developed • 
from lowan-Tazewell loess on slopes ranging from 1 to 3 per 
cent. These soils were characterized by a very dark brown A 
horizon, a dark: brown B horizon with a slight increase in 
clay content in the upper B horizon over the A horizon. The , 
texture of the Marshall soils, however, was dorainantly a 
light silty clay loam throughout the solum. A detailed 
morphological description of a profile selected as representa­
tive of the Marshall soils, P600, was given previously. The 
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laboratory data are presented in Tables 2a and Sb (pages 52 
and 53) . 
Monona silt loam. The Monona soils, mapping unit No. 
c, were -well drained, permesble Brunizems developed from both 
leached and calcareous Iov;an-Tazewell loess. The slopes on 
which the Monona soils occurred ranged from 6 to 12 per cent. 
The greater part of the Monona soils have developed from 
oxidized loess, but the srea delineated as the besal deoxidized 
zone in Figure 13 apparently had been reoxidized to a depth 
ranging from 3 to 6 feet. Because observable profile prop­
erties were absent which would allow consistent separation, 
the soils developed in the reoxidized portions of the deoxi­
dized and leached zone were included with the Monona series. 
The Monona soils were differentiated from the Marshall 
soils mainly on the differences in textures of the solum. 
The Monona soils developed from oxidized and leached loess 
were light silty clay loams in the A and upper B horizons, 
but were heavy silt loams in the lower B horizons. V/here the 
Monona soils v;ere developed presumably from calcareous parent 
materials the texture of the solum was a heavy silt loam. The 
Marshall soils, however, were light silty clay loams through­
out the solum. The morphology of the Marshall and Monona 
soils developed in oxidized and leached loess was similsr, 
which is also evident from their profile descriptions, P500 
and P601, respectively. The differences in textures, how­
ever, were large enough to allow consistent separation of 
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the two mapping units. 
Two profiles, P601 and. P603, of the Monong soils were 
collected to represent the variation presumably caused by 
carbonate content of the parent materials. The morphological 
descriptions of the two profiles sejnpled were presented 
earlier. Laboratory data are presented in Tables 3a and 3b 
(pages 54 and 56) . 
Doxi) silty clay loam. The Dow soils, mapping unit No. 
4, vjere well drained, permeable Brunizeras or Brunizera-Regosol 
intergrades developed from deoxidized lowan-Tazewell loess. 
The slopes of these soils ranged from 9 to IS per cent. Most 
of the Dow soils have developed in the deoxidized and unleached 
zone of the loess, but where the two deoxidized zones joined, 
the Dow soils were mapped in both loess zones. The morphology 
of the profiles developed from both zones was similar, and 
their separation could not be made in this study. The Dow 
soils were differentiated from all other loess-derived soils 
by the color of the B and C horizons presumably caused by 
relict gleying. The texture of the A horizon was estimated 
as a light silty clay loam, but the B horizon was estimated 
as a heavy silt loam and the C horizon as a medium silt loam. 
Profile P602 was sampled as a representative of the Dow soils. 
The morphological description of this profi5.e was given pre­
viously and the laboratory data are presented in Tables 4a 
and 4b (pages 58 and 59)• 
Monona-Dow intergrade. The Monona-Dow intergrade soils, 
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mapping unit No. 41, viere well drained, permeable Brunizems 
developed from deoxidized loess. The slopes of this soil 
ranged from 9 to 12 per cent. 
•A mor-phological description of a Monons-Dow intergrade 
profile developed from loess of the deoxidized and unleached 
zone on e slope of 10 per cent follows; 
Depth, 
Horizon inches Description 
AXp 0-5 Very drak brovm (10YR2/2) frisble heavy 
silt loam. Weak fine granular structure. 
Abrupt boundary to A-B-
A-B 6-11 Very dark gray brown (10YR3/2) with some 
mixing of dark gray brown (10YR4/2) 
friable heavy silt loani. Weak fine 
granular-subangular blocky structure. 
Gradual boundary to Bg. 
Bg 11-19 Dark gray brown to dark brown (10YR4/ 
2.5) friable medium silt loam to heavy 
silt loam. Weak fine granular structure. 
Gradual boundr-;ry to Bg. 
B.3 19-25 Dark gray brown (10YR4/E) friable medium 
silt loam with common gray brown and 
strong brown (2.5Y5/2 and 7.5YH4/5) 
mottles which increase with depth. Weak 
medium blocky structure. Sparse loose 
pipestenis in upper part, but increasing 
in number with depth. Gradual boundary 
'1* to C-i 
G]_ 25-34 Gray brown (2.5Y5/2) friable medium silt 
loam with few to common yellowish red 
and dark reddish brown (5YR4/8 and 3/4) 
mottles. Few to common loose to slightly 
hard strong brown and dark reddish brown 
(7.5YR5/8 and 5YR3/4) pipestems. Clear 
boundary to Cg. 
Cg 34+ Gray brown (2.5Y5/2) massive friable 
calcareous medium silt loam with few to 
common yellowish red and dark reddish 
brown (5YR4/8 and 3/4) mottles- Common 
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soft to slightly hard strong brown and 
dark reddish bro^tm (7.5IR5/8 and 5YR3/4) 
pipestems. 
From the above description of a Monona-Dow profile the 
inference may be dravm that the profile hg.d been "reoxidized" 
in the A and B horizons. The "reoxidization'' may be more 
apparent than real. Pipestems were absent in the A and B2 
horizons of the profile, but a few remnents were found in the 
B3 and Gx horizons. In the B3 horizon the pipestems were 
loose ajad tended to fall apart when the surrounding soil was 
removed. The pipestems in the C]_ had chsracteristics transi­
tional between the pipestems of the B3 and Cp horizons. In 
the Cg horizon the pipestems ranged in hardness from soft to 
slightly hard. Apparently, during the process of soil forma­
tion the pipestems were dispersed throughout the matrix in 
the B2 and A horizons. This dispersion possibly was enhanced 
by loss of carbonates, freezing and thawing, and biological 
activity. The Monona-Dow intergrade soils at'e shown on the 
soil map at stations D-3 and C-2.75 in Figure 4. 
The Monona-Dow intergrade was similar to the Monona soils 
in both texture and color of the solum, but was separated 
from the Monona soils by the color of the C horizon. The 
Monona-Dow Intergrade soils viere separated from the Dow soils 
by the differences in colors of the A and B horizons. A pro­
file of the Monona-Dow intergrade was not sampled for labora,-
tory study. 
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Napier sllty clay loam. The Kspier soils, mppplng unit 
No. 3, have developed from alluvium on slopes renging from 3 
to 8 per cent. These soils occurred in and around drainage-
ways, the lower concave positions of the valley slopes and in 
and around the atreems that drained the area. The Napier 
soils were differentiated from the loess-derived soils by the 
thicker A horizons and the slightly lower chroma of the B 
horizons. The Napier soils were light silty clay loams 
throughout the solum and little textural differentiation 
within the profile was found. 
The thickness of the alluvium from which the Kspier soils 
have developed ranged from approximately 2 feet to more than 
20 feet. Where the alluvium was 2 feet or less in thldniess 
only the A horizon was developed in alluvium, and the under­
lying material showed little or no horizon differentiation'. 
The alluvium in these positions was differentiated from the 
loess by its slightly finer texture. The alluvium was esti­
mated to be a light silty clay loam while the underlying loess 
was estiraated to be a heavy to medium silt loam. The under­
lying loess ranged in color from yellowish brown to gray brown 
(10YR4/4 and 2.5Y5/2). 
Tvjo profiles, P604 and p605, were sampled on slopes of 
4 and 8 per cent to represent the Napier soils found on differ­
ent slopes in the area studied. Laboratory data of the Napier 
profiles sampled sre given in Tables 5a and 5b (pages 60 and 
62) . 
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Undlfferentl.gted eoils developed from alluvlun-i. The 
undifferentiated, soils developed in alluvium occurred on the 
level floodplalns of the area studied. These soils had b].ack 
(10YR2/1) A horizons and a texture of a medium silty clsy lOErn 
or heavier. Only small areas were found within the wsterahefi 
and these soils were not studied in the laboratory. 
Ida silt loaia- The Ida soils have developed from 
oxidized, calcareous, lowan-Tszewell loess on slopes ranging 
from 9 to 12 per cent, llie areas occupied by these soils 
were small, end in some instances the Ida soils were Included 
Vvlth either the Dow or the Monona soils. The Ida soils vers 
not sampled for laboratory study. 
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LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS 
Latoratory Results and Discussion 
A total of six profiles and various samples from the north 
face of Cut No. 59 were analyzed by the laboratory procedures 
discussed previously. The data on the pBrticle size, pH, 
exchangeable cations, total nitrogen and free iron analyses 
of the profiles sampled ere presented in Tables 2a, 2b, 3a, 
3b, 4a, 4b, 5a and 5b. Tn,e total iron analyses are given in 
Table 6. The results of the thin section studies and the 
petrographic analyses are presented in Tables 7 and 9, re­
spectively. The results of the various determinstions are 
discussed under appropriate headings following the tabular 
fiiaterial. 
Base saturation 
The per cent base saturation of the soils studied are 
given in Tables 2b, 3b, 4b.and 5b, and are plotted in Figure 
5. The per cent base saturation of the Marshall (P600) and 
Monona profiles {P601 and P6G3) was lowest in the surface 
horizons and increased gradually with depth in the profile. 
The Marshall and Monona profiles (P600 and P601) developed 
from the oxidized and leached zone of the loess did not attain 
a base saturation of 100 per cent in the C horizons. Hov^ever, 
the Dow and Monona profiles (P602 and P503) developed from 
unleached loess were 100 per cent base saturated in the C 
Table 2a- Particle size d a t a ,  o f  Marshall profile No. P600 
Sample Depth, Particle -siae distribution. % 
number inches Horizon >50/Cx 50-20/u SO-2^ <2yU 50-20/20-2 
P600-1 0-6 Aig 2 • 9 34.9 32.7 29 .5 1.1 
- 2  6-10 2.3 31.3 33 .9 32.5 0.9 
— 3 10-13 S.2 32. 0 34 .4 31.4 0.9 
-4 13-16 I I  1-6 33 .7 34 .4 30.3 1.0 
-5 16-19 B22 1.6 33 .6 34 .4 30.4 1.0 
-6 19-22 u  1.5 32.7 36-0 29 .8 0.9 
-7 22-25 ft 3.0 38.6 29 .6 28.. 8 1 .3 
-8 25-28 B3 4.2 37.6 29 .1 29-1 1.3 
-9 28-31 I t  4 . 6 38.2 30-7 26.5 1.2 
-10 31-35 I I  3.9 39.2 31.0 25.9 1.3 
-11 35-40 B-G 3.3 37.8 32.8 26.1 1.2 
-IE 40-4 5 I t  2.2 35.7 35 .3 26.8 1.0 
-13 45-50 Cl 
-14 50-55 I I  2.2 39 .0 33. 5 25.3 1.2 
-15 55-60 I f  
-16 60-72 i i  5.4 40.2 31 .1 23 .3 1.3 
-17 72-84 I I  
-18 84-96 i i  3.6 40.9 32 .4 23 .1 1.3 
-19 96-108 M 
-20 108-120 I I  2.6 40 .0 33 .9 23.5 1.2 
Table 2b. pj-i, exchangeable bases, exchangeable hydrogen, exchange capacity, 
per cent base saturation, total nitrogen 3,nd free iron data of 
Marshall profile No- P600 
Exchange- Exchange­
able able % base % 
Sample Depth, bases hydrogen Exchange satura- % free 
number inches Horizon pH M-E./lOO gm• capacity tion nitrogen iron 
P600-1 0-6 Alp 5 . 8  19 .0 3 . 9  2 2 - 9  83 .0 0.187 0 . 8  
-2 6-10 A—f3 0 . 8  2 0 . 3  3 . 8  24 .1 8 4 . 2  0 . 1 5 4  0 . 8  
-3 10-13 B21 6 . 0  20. 6 3 . 1  2 3 . 7  8 6 . 9  0 . 1 2 8  0 . 8  
- 4  13-16 6 . 1  2 1 . 2  2 . 0  24 .0 88 .3 0 . 1 0 2  0 . 8  
- 5  16-19 B22 6 . 2  2 1 . 1  2 . 1  2 3 . 2  9 0  . 9  0 .086 0 .  7  
- 6  19-2 2 f }  6 . 3  2 1 . 1  2 . 1  2 3 . 2  9 0 . 9  o
 
« CO
 
- 7  22-25 M 6 . 3  2 1 . 1  1 . 8  2 2 - 9  9 2 . 1  0. 068 
- 8  25-28 B 3  6 . 4  2 2 . 0  1 - 9  2 3 . 9  9 2 . 0  0 .060 o
 
C
D
 
— 9  28-31 H  6 - 4  22 .4 1 . 6  24 ,0 9 3  . 3  
-10 31-3 5 t i  6 . 5  2 1 - 5  1  - 4  2 2 . 9  9 3 . 9  0 - 0 4  5  0 . 7  
-11 35-40 B-C 6 . 4  2 2 . 8  1 . 4  2 4 . 2  9 4 . 2  
-12 40-4 5 I t  6 . 4  2 3 . 3  1 . 3  24 .6 9 4 . 7  0 . 0 3 7  0 . 7  
-13 45-50 G l  6 . 4  2 1 . 9  1 . 1  2 3 . 0  9 5 . 2  
-14 50—55 i t  6 . 5  2 2 . 2  0 . 9  2 3 - 1  9 6 . 1  0 .034 0 . 7  
-15 55-60 i l  6 . 4  2 3 . 4  1 . 1  24. 5 9 5 . 5  
-16 60-72 i l  6 . 5  2 2 . 0  1 . 2  2 3 . 2  94 .8 0 . 0 3 2  0 . 7  
-17 72-84 t l  6 . 5  2 1 . 5  1 . 2  2 2 . 7 9 4 . 7  
-18 84—96 I t  6 . 7  2 1 . 1  1 . 1  2 2 . 2  9 5 - 0  
C
D
 O
 
-19 96-108 t i  6 . 7  2 3 .  5  1 . 0  24 .5 9 5 . 9  
-20 108-120 I I  6 . 9  22. 2 0 . 6  2 2 . 8  9 7 . 4  0 . 6  
Table 3a. Particle size dat 
Sample Depth. 
number Inches Horizon 
P601-1 0-6 Aig 
- E  6-9 
- 3  9-12 B§1 
- 4  12-15 
- 5  15-18 B22 
- 6  18-21 t t  
- 7  21-2 5 B 3  
- 8  26—29 
- 9  29-33 i l  
-10 33 .37 
0
 
1 
CQ 
-11 3 7 . 4 1  M  
-12 41-48 
-13 48-60 
-14 60-68 M  
-15 68+ D  
P603-1 0-5 
-2 5-8 A-B 
-3 8-11 BpT 
-4 11-14 
-5 14-17 B22 
Monona profile No- P601 and No. P603 
Particle size distribution. % 
>5Qm 50~20yo< 20-2yC< <2^ 50-20/20-2 
2.4 37.3 30 .7 29 .6 1.2 
3.2 34 .7 oO • 8 31.3 1.1 
3.0 33 • 5 33.3 30.2 1.0 
3.0 34.0 34 .0 29.0 1.0 
3.2 36.1 33 .0 27.7 1.1 
3.0 35.0 34 .9 27.1 1.0 
3.2 41.3 29 .5 26.0 1 .4 
4.5 38 .3 31.3 25.9 1.2 
4.3 35.4 34.8 25.5 1.0 
2.8 37.1 35.4 24 .7 1.0 
2.7 36.3 36 .4 24 .6 1.0 
2.4 34 .9 37 .8 24.9 0.9 
2.7 34.4 38 .9 24 .0 0.9 
3.0 31.8 40 .0 25.2 0.8 
3.2 33 .4 38 .1 2 5.3 0.9 
2.0 46.7 23.9 27-4 2.0 
2.6 45.3 24.6 27 .5 1.8 
2.7 47 .0 23 .7 26.6 2-0 
2.0 46.0 25.6 26.4 1.8 
1 .4 43 .3 27 .8 27.5 1.6 
Table 3a. (Continued) 
Sample Depth, Particle size distribution. % 
number inches Horizon >50^* 50-20^ 20-2yu <2^ 50-20/20-2 
P603-6 17-20 B22 2.9 44.7 27 .8 24.6 1.8 
-7 20-23 II 2.9 46.0 26 .2 24.9 1.8 
-8 23-28 2.3 42.5 31.0 24.2 1.4 
-9 28-34 1.8 45.4 28.5 24 . o 1.6 
-10 34-3 5 ^oa 
-11 35-40 C 2.2 40.3 31.9 25.6 1.3 
-12 40-4 6 11 1.5 48.2 29.0 21.3 1.7 
-13 46-52 II 1.8 50.6 26 .8 20-8 1.9 
-14 52-64 D 1.8 51.0 26.7 20.5 1.9 
Tafele 3t>. pH, exchangeable bases, exchangeable hydrogen, exchange capacity, 
per cent base saturation, total nitrogen and free iron dsta of 
Monona profile No. P601 and Ko. p603 
Exchange- Exchange­
able able % base % 
Sample Depth, bases hydrogen Exchange satura- % free 
number inches Horizon pH mTeTTToo^ capacity tlon nitrogen iron 
P601-1 0-5 5.8 20.4 3.9 24.3 84.0 0.176 0.7 
-E 6-9 
Ai| 
5.9 22-6 3.1 25.7 87.9 0.134 0.7 
9-12 B21 5 . 9  23.4 2.6 25.0 90.0 0.105 0.6 
-4 12-15 5.0 22.S 2.3 25.2 90.9 0.086 0.5 
-b 15-18 B22 6.1 22.6 2.0 £4 .6 91.9 0.074 
-6  lS-21 I I  6-2 22.8 1.7 24 .5 93-1 0.6 
-7 21-25 B3 6 • 2 22.3 1.6 23 .9 93.3 0. 048 
-6 £o—29 l (  6-4 23.6 1.4 25-0 94.4 0 - 043 0. 6 
-9 29-35 n 6.4 23.2 1.3 24-5 94. 7 
-10 33-37 B"G 6.5 22.8 1.3 24 .1 94. 6 0.035 0.6 
-11 37-41 M 6.5 22.2 1 .4 23. 6 94 .1 
-12 41-48 Ci 6-7 22.6 1 .2 23 .8 95.0 0.034 0.5 
-15 48-60 ft 6.0 22.1 1.1 23 .2 95.2 
-14 60—68 M 6.8 22.8 1.2 24 .0 95 .0 0.029 0. 5 
-15 68+ D 7.6 100 .0 0.028 0.1 
P603-1 0-5 6.0 20.5 3.0 23 .5 87.2 0 .155 0.4 
_2 5-8 
Aig 
6.1 20.7 2.7 23.4 88 .5 0.116 0.3 
~5 8-11 
^21 6.2 20 .4 2.4 22.8 89 .5 0.092 0.3 
-4 11-14 f t  6.3 20.4 1.9 22.3 91.5 0.079 0.3 
-5 14-17 B22 6.2 20.6 1.6 22.2 92.8 0.070 0.3 
Table 3b. (Continued) 
Exchange- Exchange­
able able base % 
Sample Depth, bases hydrogen Exchange satura- % free 
number Inches Horizon pH M-E./lOO gm. capacity tlon nitrogen iron 
P603-6 17-20 ^22 6 - 3  19 .7 1 . 6  2 1 . 3  9 2  . 5  0 . 3  
-? £0-E3 1 }  6 . 3  2 0 . 6  1 . 5  2 2 - 1  9 3 - 2  0 . 0 5 2  
- 3  23-28 B 3  6 . 4  2 0 . 4  1 . 4  2 1 . 8  9 3 . 6  0 . 3  
- 9  28-34 h  6 . 6  20 .8 1 . 4  2 2 . 2  9 3 . 7  0 . 0 3 9  
-10 34-3 5 C c a  
-11 3 5-40 C  7 . 7  100 .0 
-12 40-46 t i  7 . 8  100 .0 0 . 0 2 8  
-13 46—52 I I  7 . 7  100 -0 0 . 3  
-14 52-64 D  7 . 9  1 0 0 - 0  0 . 0 2 4  0 . 1  
Table Particle size data of Dow profile No. P602 
Sample Depth, Particle size di strlbuti on, % 
DO-20/20-2 number inches Horizon >50^ 50-20x^ 20—2/t< < 2yOf. 
P602-1 0-5 •^'Ip 3.0 41.2 26 .4 29 .4 1.6 
-2 5-9 A-B 3.0 40. 6 28 .1 28 -3 1 .4 
-3 9-13 B2 2.8 39 .5 30 .2 27 .5 1.3 
-4 13-17 II 3.2 38 .8 31.1 26.9 1.2 
-5 17-21 B3 3.2 39.9 29-7 27 .2 1.3 
-6 21-26 II 2-9 40.0 30.7 26 .4 1.3 
-7 26-30 Cl 2.5 39 .2 32.4 25.9 1.2 
-8 30-3 5 ^21 2.5 44.4 30.0 23.1 1.5 
-9 35-47 
•^22 2.3 47.0 30.2 20 .5 1.6 
-10 47- 59 1) 1-7 45.1 32.0 21.2 1.4 
-11 59-71 il 3 .4 47-0 31.9 21.1 1.5 
Tatole 4b. pH, exchangeable bases, exchangeable hydrogen, exchange capacity, 
per cent base saturation, total nitrogen and free iron data of 
bow profile No• P602 
Exchange- Exchange­
able able % base % 
Sarax^le Depth, - bases hydrogen Exchange satura- % free 
number Inches Horizon pH M-E./lOO gm. capacity tion nitrogen iron 
P602-1 
-2 
0-5 
5-9 
^Ip 
A-B 
-3 
_4 
9—13 
13-17 
B2 
I t  
-5 17-21 B3 
-6 21-26 I f  
-7 26-30 Gl 
-8  
-9 
-10 
30-3 5 
35-47 
47-59 
C21 
C22 
I I  
-11 
e. 5 
6.5 
6 . 6  
6.5 
6.5 
6.5 
7.3 100.0 
7.8 100.0 0.0-34 0-1 
7.8 100.0 
8 . 0  1 0 0 . 0  0 . 0 2 6  0 . 1  
7.8 100.0 
24 .2 • 1.4 25. 6 94.5 0.104 0.3 
24 . 6 1.3 £5.9 95.0 0.108 0.3 
23.9 1.2 25.1 9 5.2 0.048 0.2 
23.9 1.0 £4 .9 96 .0 0. 042 0.1 
23.9 l.O 24.9 96.0 
ro
 
H
 O
 
H
 
H
 
W
 96.0 0.03 5 
H
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Table 5a. Particle size dat 
S ample D  ept h, 
number inches Horizon 
P604-1 
—  £  
— 3  
- 4  
0-4 
4-S 
8-12 
13-18 
18-24 
-^Ip 
H  
A-B 
—  6  
~ 7  
— 8  
- 9  
-10 
24-^8 
28-32 
32—37 
37-42 
4i:i—4 7 
B^l 
n  
B22 t (  
-11 
-12 
-13 
-14 
-15 
47-53 
63-60 
60-72 
72-34 
84-36 
( 1  
B 3  
1 1  
G l  
I I  
-16 96-108 I I  
P605-1 
-2 
—3 
-4 
-5 
0-3 
3-6 
6-9 
9-12 
12-15 
n  
I I  
M  
11 
Napier profile No. P504 and No. P605 
Particle size distribution, % 
>50^ 50-?.0^ Z0-2yu <2^ 50-20/20-S 
3 - 0  4 6 . 6  22. 2 2 8 . 2  2 . 1  
2 .4 4 7 . 0  2 2 . 6  28 .0 2 . 1  
2 - 7  4 3  . 0  S 3 .  8  30. 5 1 . 8  
2 • 6 4 3 . 2  2 3 . 4  3 0 - 8  1 . 8  
2 - 8  4 3 . 9  2 2 . 8  3 0 .  5  1 . 9  
3 . 8  4 2 . 1  2 3 . 4  3 0 . 7  1 - 8  
3 . 6  4 2 . 1  2 4 . 1  3 0 . 2  1  . 7  
2 . 8  43. 5 2 3 . 3  3 0 . 4  1 . 9  
2 . 9  44 .2 2 3 . 5  2 9 . 4  1 . 9  
2 . 1  4 4 . 4  2 4  . 7  2 8 . 8  1 . 8  
2 . 8  4 2 . 9  2 4 . 4  29 .9 1 . 8  
2 . 3  4 4 . 4  - 2 5 . 1  2 7 . 7  1 . 8  
3 . 0  4 3 . 6  25 .4 28 .0 1 . 7  
3 . 9  44 .0 2 5 . 0  2 7 . 1  1 . 8  
3 . 1  4 1 . 4  2 7 . 0  2 8 . 5  1 . 5  
CO 
• 
H H H 2 7 . 5  2 9 . 6  1 .  5  
2 . 0  40 .0 2 8 . 0  3 0 . 0  1. 4  
2 . 6  4 4 . 9  2 3 . 9  28 .6 1. 9  
3 . 7  4 7 . 2  2 3 . 8  2 5 . 3  2 . 0  
2 . 6  4 4 . 9  2 3 . 7  28 .8 1 . 9  
2 . 6  4 4 . 1  2 3 . 3  3 0 . 0  1 . 8  
Table 5a. (Continued.) 
Sample Depth, Particle size distribution. % 
number inches Horizon >5C^ 50-2Qxx 20-2^ <2 50-20/20-2 
P505-6 15-18 ^1 2.9 43,9 23 .0 30 - 2 1.9 
-7 18-24 A-B 2.3 44.2 23 - 7 29 -8 1.9 
-8 24-28 B21 2.8 43 . 7 24 .3 29 .2 l.S 
-9 28~32 li 3.3 43 .9 25-4 27-4 1.7 
-10 32-36 ®22 2.0 48 .7 20.2 29 .1 2.4 
-11 36—40 H 4.7 49 .7 18.0 27.6 2.8 
-12 40-44 M 4.7 48.5 17.5 29.3 2 .8 
-13 44-48 B3 It 
3.6 43.5 24.0 28.9 1.8 
-14 48-64 3 . 0 42-9 24 .2 29.9 1.8 
-15 54-60 U 3 .4 45.0 22.4 29 .2 2-0 
-15 60—66 3 .3 44 .6 23.0 29 .1 1.9 
-17 66-72 ll 3.4 45.3 22.5 28.8 2.0 
-18 72-84 Gl 3.9 46-6 22.0 27 .5 2.1 
Table 5t). pH, exchangeable bases, exchsjigeable hydrogen, exchange capacity, 
per cent base saturation, total nitarogen and free Iron data of 
Napier profile Ko. P504 and No. p605 
Exchange- Exchange­
able able % base ^ 
Sample Depth, bases hydroR-en Exchange satura— % free 
number inches Horizon pH M-E-/lOO gm. capacity tion nitrogen iron 
P604-1 0-4 
-^ -Ip 5 . 5  1 8 . 6  4 . 8  2 3 . 4  7 9  . 5  0.181 0 . 4  
- 2  4-8 .  i r  A12 5 . 4  1 8 . 3  5 . 1  2 3  . 4  7 8  .  2  0 . 1 7 4  0 , 3  
-.3 8-13 5 . 6  2 0 . 4  5 . 1  2 5 . 5  8 0 . 0  
- 4  13-18 ! l  5 . 7  19 .6 4 . 7  24 .3 8 0  . 6  0 . 1 6 0  0 . 4  
— 5  18-24 A-B 5 . 6  1 9 . 4  4  .  7  2 4 . 1  8 0 .  5  0 . 1 4  6  0 . 3  
- 6  24-28 B2I 5 . 7  1 8 . 6  4 . 2  2 2 . 8  8 1 . 6  0 -130 0 . 3  
- 7  28-32 M 5 . 7  19 .0 4 . 0  2 3 . 0  8 2 . 6  
- 8  32-37 U 5 . 8  19 .4 3 . 7  23 .1 8 4 . 0  0 . 1 0 5  0  . 3  
- 9  37-42 B22 5 . 8  20 .1 3 . 3  2 3 . 4  8 5 . 9  0 . 0 8 8  0 . 3  
-10 42-47 i i  6 . 0  2 0 . 4  3 . 1  2 3  .  5  8 6 . 8  
-11 47-53 II 5 . 9  2 0 . 5  2 . 9  23 .4 8 7 . 6  0 . 0 7 4  0 . 3  
-12 53-60 B 3  6 . 0  20.1 2 . 2  2 2 . 3  9 0 . 1  0 . 0 6 6  0 . 3  
-13 60-72 ti 6 . 0  S O . S  2 . 1  2 2 . 3  9 0  . 6  
-14 72-84 Ol 6 . 3  2 0 - 1  1  . 8  21 .9 9 1 . 8  0 . 0 5 1  0 . 3  
-15 84-96 u 6 . 2  2 1  . 2  1 . 9  2 3 . 1  9 1 . 8  
-15 96-108 tl 6  . 4  2 2  . 3  1  . 9  2 4 . 2  9 2 . 1  0 . 0 5 1  0 . 3  
P605-1 0-3 A l  7 . 2  100 .0 0.121 0 . 2  
_ 2  3-6 II 6 . 4  2 1 . 5  2 . 4  23 .9 9 0  . 0  
- 3  6—9 tl 6 . 3  21.0 3 . 0  24 .0 8 7 . 5  0 . 1 9 2  0 . 3  
- 4  9-12 II 5 . 9  2 0 . 3  4 . 0  2 4 . 3  S 3 .  5  
- 5  12-16 II 5 . 6  1 9 . 4  4 . 7  24 .1 8 0 . 5  0 . 1 6 9  0 . 3  
Table 5b. (Continued) 
Sample 
number 
D ep th, 
inches florizon pH 
Exchange- Exchange-
sble able 
bases hydrogen 
M.E./lOO gm-
Exchange 
capacity 
base 
satura­
tion 
% 
nitrogen 
a? 
free 
iron 
P605-6 15-13 Ai 5 • 5 18 . 5 5.1 23 .6 78.4 
-7 18-P4 A-B 5-6 17.9 4.7 22.6 79 .2 0.133 0.3 
-8 ^4— ^ 3 ^21 5.5 17.8 4.2 23 .0 77.4 0.100 0.2 
-9 28-32 ii 5. 5 18.1 3. 6 21.7 83 .4 0.085 0.3 
-10 32-36 £•22 5.4 18.0 3.1 21 .1 85.3 0.077 0.3 
-11 36—40 u 5.7 18.0 2.8 20 .8 86-5 
-IE 40-44 |{ 5.7 19 . 5 2.9 22.4 87 .0 0.070 0.3 
-13 44-4 3 B3 5.7 19.7 2.7 22.4 87.9 
-14 48-54 tl 5. 8 19.7 2.4 22.1 89 .1 0.069 0.3 
-15 54- 60 t! 5.9 20 .2 2.3 22.5 89 .8 
-16 60-66 n 5.9 20 .1 2-1 22.2 90 . 5 0.061 0.3 
-17 66-72 I t  5,9 19-9 1.7 21.6 92-1 
-18 72-84 Cl 5.9 20.2 1.4 21.6 93 .5 0 .0 50 0.3 
Figure 5. Distribution of base saturation t^ltia depth In the 
Marshall (P600) , Monona (P601 and F603)", Dow (P602) and 
Napier (P604 and P605) profiles 
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horizons. The base saturation of the Dow profile {P602) was 
higher throughout than the other loess-derived profiles. In 
the Dow profile the base saturation wav^ essentially constant 
from the surface downward until the calcareous horizons were 
reached at approximately 2 feet. 
The base saturation of the Napier profiles (P604 and 
P605) was lower than the loess-derived soils, except in the 
surface layer of profile P605. The increase in the base 
saturation of the Napier profiles with depth followed the 
same general trend as the loess-derived profiles. 
Free iron 
The free iron content of the loess-derived soils is 
given in Tables 2a, 3a and 4a, and is plotted with depth in 
Figure 6. In general the profiles had a similar free iron 
distribution with depth. None of the profiles had an accumu­
lation of free iron within the profile, but the Dow and 
Monona profiles developed from calcareous loess (P602 end 
P605) had slightly higher free iron contents in the surface 
than in the lov/er horizons. The sharp decrease in the free 
iron content of the Monona profiles (P601 and P603) at approxi­
mately 5.5 and 4.5 feet occurred at the boundary of the 
oxidized and deoxidized loess zones. The Napier profiles 
(P604 and P605) had a free iron distribution with depth simi­
lar to the loess-derived profiles (Table 4b). 
Figure 6. Distribution of free iron with depth in 
the Marshall (P600), Monona (PSOrand P603) 
and Dow (P602) profiles 
PGOO ,Ta2ewe 11^ Slope (% 
P G O  I  ,  R e c e n t ,  S l o p e  1 0 %  
P G 0 2 ,  M  ,  I .  1 1 %  
P £ 0  3 ,  "  ^  "  1 2 %  
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Total Iron 
The total and free iron content was determined on several 
samples collected from the various weathering zones in the 
loess along the north face of Cut No. 39, and from sample 
No. 16 of the Marshall profile (P600). Bulk samples of the 
various loess zones were used to determine the total end free 
iron contents. In addition, pipestems from the oxidized and 
unleached, and the deoxidized and unleached zones were sepa­
rated manually from the matrices, and a sample of the gray 
matrix from the deoxidized and unleached zone was also col­
lected. The data are given in Table 6. 
Table 6. Total and free iron of selected samples 
Sample % % 
Kind of sample number Loess zone total iron free iron 
Oxidized loess, 0 & L 3.1 0.7 
built samples 2 0 & UL 2.5 0.4 
Deoxidized loess, 3 D & UL 2.2 0.4 
bulk samples 4 D & L — 0.1 
5 D & L — 0.4 
Pipe stems 6 D & UL 11-4 2.6 
7, 0 & UL 6.7 2.2 
8° 0 & UL — 1.8 
Deoxidized loess, 
gray matrix 9 D & UL 1.9 0.0 
^Sample No. 1 was from the C]_ horizon of profile P600. 
I^Sample No. 8 xi;as collected from the B3 horizon of 
profile P603. 
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The oxidized ?nd leached zone (sample No. 1) had the 
highest total iron content of the loess zones sampled (Table 
6). The oxidized end unleached zone (saniple No- 2) was Inter­
mediate in total iron content between the oxidized and 
leached, and the deoxidized and unleached zone (sample No' 3), 
However, the gray matrix sample of the deoxidized and unleached 
zone (sample MO' 9) vias lover in total iron than the bulk 
sample from the same loess zone* 
The free iron content of the samples was not proportional 
to the total iron content however. This was especially true 
of the total ajid free iron contents of the deoxidized bulk and 
deoxidized gray matrix samples (samples Ho. 3 and No- 9). The 
bulk sample contained 0«4 per cent free iron and was slightly 
higher in totaJ iron than the gray matrix sainple, but the free 
iron content of the gray matrix was not measurable by the 
method used. The differences In total iron of the pipestems 
studied (samples No. 6 and No. 7) were larger than the differ­
ences in their free iron. The bulk oxidized and unleached, 
and the bulk deoxidized and unleached samples (samples No. 2 
and Ko. 3) had different total iron contents, but their free 
iron contents were similar. 
Total nitrogen 
The total nitrogen contents of the profiles studied are 
given in Tables 2b, 3b, 4b and 5b. The nitrogen distribution 
with depth is plotted in Figure 7. Except for the Dow profile 
Figure 7. Distribution of total nitrogen with depth 
in the Marshall (P600), Monona (P601 and 
P603), Dow (P602) and Napier (P604 and 
P605) profiles 
D E P T H  (Ft) 
-o 
ro 
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(P602) and one Napier profile (P605) the nitrogen decreased 
gradually with depth in the profiles. In Napier profile, 
No. P605, recent deposition probably had occurred, and in 
the Dow profile {P602) post-cultural erosion probably had 
removed some of the original Ai horizon. The sharp decrease 
in the nitrogen content of the Dow profile et about 1 foot 
contrasts to the more gradual decrease in nitrogen content 
with depth for the Marshall and Monona profiles, P600, and 
P601 and P603, respectively. The two Napier profiles (P604 
and P605) had the highest nitrogen contents of the profiles 
studied. In these two profiles the decrease in nitrogen with 
depth was not as rapid as it was in the Marshall and Monona 
profiles. 
Thin section studies 
The samples for the thin sections were collected from 
various horizons of the profiles studied and from the loess 
zones along the north face of Cut No. 39. These samples were 
co l l ec t ed  i n  co re s  measu r ing  app rox ima te ly  1  3 /4  by  1  1/2 
inches and stored in a field moist condition until shipped 
to a laboratory^ for preparation of the thin sections. Thin 
sections were made of the 83 horizons of all profiles except 
Napier profile No. P605. In addition, thin sections were made 
iThe thin sections were prepared by the Laboratory for 
Microscopic Technology, Schermerhorn Hall, Columbia Univer­
sity, New York 27, New York. 
?4 
of the G horizons of the Monona and Dow profiles. The samples 
from Gut No. 39 were of the deoxidized and unleached, and. the 
oxidized and unleached zones. The results of the thin section 
studies are discussed below and the percentcge of the total 
area of the thin sections in oxide concentrations are presented 
in Table 7. 
Thin section analyses showed three kinds of iron concen­
tration within the profiles, (a) Oxide concretions which 
appeared as opaque concentretions, but may or may not contain 
entrapped silt grains. The concretions ranged in size from 
0.07 to 0.44 mm. (b) All thin sections studied had oxides 
vjith a diffuse pattern of concentration. These oxide concen­
trations appeared as dark,semi-opaque areas ranging in size • 
from 0.11 to 0.60 mm., but averaging about 0.22 mm. Under 
high magnification (900X) the area of oxide concentration 
appeared as a discontinuous coating of v.erying thickness of 
oxides on silt grains, but with small areas of concentrations 
vjith a density similar to the oxide concretions or plpestems. 
(c) The pipestem studied had a dense opaque zone of oxide con­
centration near the center vjith a width of 0.38 mm. This 
dense zone graded outward to a less dense zone 0.33 ram. wide 
which contained ent.rapped silt grains. Another dense opaque 
zone 0.33 nm. wide followed. This last dense opaque zone was 
followed by a gradual decrease in density of the oxides In a 
zone about 0.60 mm. v;ide. Another concentration of oxides 
1.43 mm. wide was found 4.01 mm. from the center of the 
Table 7- jpercentage of total area in oxide concretions and diffuse oxide 
concentrations 
Thin 
section % of to tal srea iff 
sample Profile Depth, Diffuse oxide free 
number number Horizon inches Concretions concentrations Total iron 
23 P600 B21 10-13 0.9 2.7 3 .6 0.8 
24 P600 B22 19-21 0.3 2.4 e.7 O.S 
27 P601 A-B 6-8 1.3 1.0 2.3 0.7 
28 P6Q1 B21 12-14 0 .3 0 . 5 0.8 0.6 
29 P601 48-50 0.0 0.6 0.6 0.5"'^  
30 P602 B2 13-15 0.5 0.7 1.2 
36 P60 2 ^22 35-37 0 .1 0.0 0.1 0.1^ 
32 P603 Bsi 11-13 1.8 o . s  2.6 0.3 
33 P603 Cl 42-44 0.1 0.4 0. 5 0.3"t' 
34 Po04 B2I 29-31 0.1 0.4 0.5 . 0.3° 
35 P604 B22 44-46 0-0 
H
 • 
0
 0 -1 
to 0
 
as ee Tables 2b, 3b, 4b and 5b • 
^The free iron of these samples was not determined, but the average value 
of the samples above and below each sample is taken as the free iron content. 
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pipestem. 
The percentage of the total area in concretions was deter­
mined by counting random fields and determining the dismeter 
of each type of concretion larger than 0.05 mm. The results 
are given in Table 7. 
All thin sections studied had about the same number of 
opaques less than O-OS mm. in diameter. The number of concre­
tions and diffuse oxide concentrations were greater in the 
oxidized zones than in the deoxidized zone or in the alluvium-
The oxides greater than 0.06 mm. in size in the deoxidized 
zone were sparse and confined largely to pipestems and the 
zones of concentrstion around the pipestems. 
Petrographic studies 
Samples from the A, B and C horizons of the loess-derived 
soils vjere studied to determine the percentages of quartz 
and feldspars in the various horizons. This was done to 
evaluate the relative degree of weathering of the profiles 
studied. The particle size distribution of the petrographic 
samples is shown in Table 8. The results of the grain counts 
are presented in Table 9. 
Feldspar grains partially covered by clay coatings or 
oxides not removed by the dispersion and cleaning treatments 
were designated as undifferentiated feldspars (Table 9). 
For a discussion of the nature of these clay coatings see 
Davidson and Handy (7). The higher percentages of minerals 
Table 8- Psi'tlcle size distribution of petrogrsphic samples 
Sand Clay Ratio coarse 
profile Depth, % % silt % silt/fine silt 
number inches Horizon 62—33^ 31—16/x 16—8^ 8—-^ 4—2yu <.2,yOi S2-16/16-2 
P600-1 0-6 Alp 1 .3 20 .9 27 .7 10 .8 5.1 4 .7 29 . 5 2 .4 
-3 10-13 J^21 0 . 5 19 .4 26 .6 11 .5 5.6 5 .0 31 .4 2 .1 
-16 60-72 Gl 0 .4 21.5 30 .6 13 .4 5.8 5 .0 23 .3 E • 2 
P601-1 0-6 Alp 1 .0 25.1 24 .0 10 .4 4 .9 5 .0 29 .6 2 .4 
-4 12-15 621 1 .0 20.0 26 .7 12 .3 5.6 5 .4 29 .0 2 • 0 
-13 48-60 Cl 1 • 19 .6 29 .8 12 • 6 5.9 6 .9 24 .0 1 .9 
P602-1 0-5 '^113 1 .4 19.2 24 .6 10 . 5 5.8 9 .1 29 .4 1 .7 
-4 13-17 ^2" 0 .4 23 .5 27 .1 11 .7 5.0 5 • 1 26 .9 2 .3 
-9 oS-47 ^'22 0 • c. 28.2 30 .9 11 .4 4.6 4 . 2 80 .5 2 .9 
P603-1 0-5 AT -Q 1 • 1 26.1 27 .0 9 .0 5.3 4 • 1 27 .4 2 .9 
-4 11-14 BiS 0 .4 26.3 28 • 1 10 .1 4 .8 3 .9 26 .4 2 .9 
-12 40-46 C 0 .4 21.9 •34 .8 12 .4 5.1 4 • 1 21 .3 P .6 
Table 9- Mineralogical 
petrographic 
composition 
sample s 
of the 31-•62 mic ron silt fraction of 
Profile 
number 
Depth, 
inches Horizon quartz 
$ 
ortho-
cls.se + 
fflicro-
cline 
plaglo 
olase 
undiffer­
entiated 
f eldspar^ Other^ 
Quartz/ 
feldspar 
p600-1 
~-3 
-16 
0— 5 
10-13 
60-72 
•^ 'Ip 
B21 
Cl 
71.8 
66 '6 
56 .O 
8.5 
10 .0 
12-5 
2.1 
3.6 
2.0 
13.8 
13 .9 
23.5 
3.8 
5.9 
5.0 
2.9 
2.4 
1.5 
P601-1 
-4 
-13 
0-6 
12-15 
48-60 
-^ Ip 
B21 
Cl 
66.3 
66.2 
62.1 
15.8 
11.6 
10.8 
1.6 
1.7 
2-2 
10 .9 
14.1 
17.9 
5.4 
6.4 
7.0 
2 .3 
2.4 
2.0 
P602-1 
A 
-9 
0-5 
13-17 
35-47 
Alp 
B2 
^22 
61.0 
62-6 
59 .7 
18.5 
10.6 
12.8 
0.9 
1.2 
1.2 
15.2 
19 .3 
17.6 
4.4 
6.3 
8.7 
1.9 
2.0 
1.9 
P603-1 
-4-
-12 
0-5 
11-14 
40—4:6 
•'^ 'Ip 
B21 
G 
56.5 
61.4 
58.7 
15. 2 
10.7 
9.7 
1.1 
1.2 
1.5 
18.5 
18.7 
20.1 
8.7 
8.0 
10 .0 
1.6 
2.0 
1.9 
^-Undifferentiated feldspar were feldspars partially covered by clay costings 
or oxides which, were not removed by the dispersing and cleening treatments. 
t'other minerals Included opaques, carbonates and heavy minerals such as 
zircon, amphlbales and pyroxenes. 
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other than quartz and feldspars (Table 9) in samples P609-13, 
P602-4 and r603-4 v/ere due largely to opaques, and in samples 
P602-9 and P603-12 to carbonates and opaques. 
The percentage of orthoclsse was higher in the surface 
of eech profile than in the B and C horizons, except in the 
Marshall profile (p500). The increase in orthoclsse in the 
surface, however, was accompanied by a decreese in the per­
centage of undifferentiated feldspar. The percentage of 
plagioclase was relatively constant in all profiles. 
The quartz-feldspar ratios of the Dow (P602) and Monone 
profile No. P601, Figure 8, were relatively uniform with 
depth. The Dow (P602) and Monona profile No. P603 had the 
same quartz/feldspar ratios in the B and C horizons, but in 
the surface of Monona profile No. P603 the ratio decressed. 
The Marshall profile (p600) had a constantly decreasing quartz/ 
feldspar ratio with depth in the profile. 
Particle size distribution 
The particle size distribution of the profiles studied 
is presented in Tables 2a, 3a, 4a and 5a. A plot of the less 
than 2 micron clay with depth is shown in Figure 9. 
The Napier profiles (P604 and P605) had little textural 
differentiation with depth in the profile as shown by Figure 
9. The decrease in clay content of Napier profile Ko. P605 
at 0.7 feet probably represents the surface of the profile 
prior to deposition of post-cultural sediments. In contrast 
Figure 8. Quarts/feldspar ratios with depth in the 
Marshall (P600), Monona (p601 and P603) 
and Dow (p602) profiles 
peo3 
P G O l  
Figure 9. Distribution of less than 2 micron clay x^?lth. depth 
in the Marshall (P600) , Monona (P601 and P603) / 
Dovv' (P602) and Napier (p604 and P605) profiles 
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to the Napier profiles, the loess-derived profiles studied 
had a definite decrease in clay content with increasing depth 
in the solum. The differences in clay content between the 
solum and the C horizons of the loess-derived soils ranged 
from a minimum of 6 per cent in Monona profile No- P601 to a 
maximum of 9 per cent in the Marshall profile (p600). 
In the Marshall and Monona profiles developed from the 
oxidized and leached loess (P600 and P601) the maximum clay 
content occurred in an "interpreted" A-B transition horizon. 
The maximum clay content of the Doxv and Monona profiles 
developed from calcareous loess (P602 and p603) occurred in 
the A horizon. The increase in the clay content of Monona 
profile No. P602 at 1.2 feet probably represented a variation 
in the parent material rather than a zone of clay accumulation. 
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DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this investigation was to study the influ­
ence of landscape evolution on the physical and chemical 
properties of soils developed within a watershed. The nature 
of the protleia Involved two separate Investigations; a geo-
morphic investigation to study the development of the land­
scape, and a soils investigation to study the distribution 
and properties of the soils developed on the landscape. The 
results of the two investigations have been reported in the 
preceding sections. 
In the following paragraphs the order of presentation 
will be; (a) a summarization of the factors which may have 
influenced soil genesis in the area studied, (b) interpreta­
tion of the laboratory analyses, (c) a summsrization of the 
landscape position and profile properties of the soils studied 
and (d) a discussion of the results of the study in view of 
the prevalent concepts of soil genesis. 
Factors of Soil Formation 
Jenny (14) postulated that time, vegetation, clira?te, 
parent material and topography were factors which Influenced 
soil development. From the evidence presented earlier in the 
present study it has been shown that the profiles sampled 
differ in age, carbonate content of the parent material and 
slope. The age, slope and parent material of each profile 
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sampled is shown in Table 10. 
The loess-derived soils were well drained and had devel­
oped on convex slopes ranging from 1 to 12 per cent. The 
concave positions of the watershed were occupied by the well 
Table 10. Age, slope and parent material of soil profiles 
studied 
Profile 
number 
Soil 
series Age 
Slope 
% Perent material 
P600 Marshall Tazewell®' 1 Oxidized and leached 
lowan-Tazewell loess 
P601 Konona Recent^ 10 Oxidized and leached 
lovian-Tazewell loess 
. P602 Dow II 11 Deoxidized and unleached 
lowan-Tazewell loess 
P603 Monona II 12 Oxidized end unleached 
lowan-Tazewell loess 
P604 Napier II 8 Alluvium 
P605 Napier II 4 Alluvium 
^14,00-16,000 years (36). 
^Less than 6,800 j- 300 years. 
to moderately well drained Napier soils which have developed 
from alluvium. Thus, the influence of topography on the 
loess-derived soils may be mainly the influence of slope on 
infiltration and runoff. 
'rh.e past vegetative end climatic regimes for each profile 
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sampled are not knoviin, but may be Inferred from radiocarbon 
samples and pollen analyses. Ruhe and Scholtes (36) have 
discussed the vegetative and climatic sequences in Iowa from 
L'-te Sanganion to Post-Mankato time. They have inferred from 
their data, and the data of Lane (17), that the vegetative 
cover may have been dominantly forest until late in Post-
Mankato time when the grassland climate and vegetation be-
carae dominant. Hence, the Tazewell surface in the area 
studied (Figure 3) may have been subjected to climatic and 
vegetai-ive regimes different than the present grassland vege­
tation and climete. While the vegetative regimes on the 
Recent surface are not known with certainty, it may be 
Inferred from the data of Lane (17) and radiocarbon seraple 
W-235 (30) that the Recent surface may have been dominantly 
under a grassland vegetation ajnd clitiiste. The differences 
in soils developed on the Tazewell surface corapsred to those 
developed on the Recent surface, therefore, may be related in 
part to the past vegetative and climatic regimes. 
Shrader (41) and Green (10) found thet soils developed 
under forest vegetation had coarser tex,tured surface horizons 
than soils developed from similar parent materials but under 
a grassland vegetation. Thus, if the past forest vegetation 
had influenced the development of the soils on the Tazewell 
surface much beyond the Regosolic stage, continued profile 
development under a grassland type of vegetation probe.bly 
would not have obliterated the influence of the forest vegeta-
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tiori on the textures of the surface horizons-
The particle size distribution of the surface horizons 
of the loess-derived profiles developed on either the Tazewell 
or Recent surfaces was found to be similar (Figure 9) .  The 
morphology of soils on the Tazexvell surface, Marshall silty 
clay loam, and soils developed from like materials on the 
Recent surface, Monona silt loam, also vas found to be simi­
lar. It may be inferred from these lines of evidence that 
while the Marshall soils of the Tazewell surface may have 
been under a forest vegetation in the early stages of develop­
ment, the major impact of vegetation on profile development 
probably has been from the grassland type of vegetation and 
climate• 
Interpretation of Laboratory Analyses 
Base saturation 
The differences in base saturation of the Marshall and 
Monona profiles (P600, p601 and p603) were not large, as is 
shown in Figure 5, but the direction of the differences are 
what would be predicted from a knowledge of the landscape 
position. The Mershall profile (P600) had developed on the 
Tazewell surface on a slope of 1 per cent, while the Monona 
profiles (P601 and P60o) have developed on the Recent surface 
on slopes of 10 end 12 per cent, respectively.' From the dif­
ferences in slope, greater infiltration and water movement 
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would be expected through the Marshall profile snd, hence, 
greater leaching than in the other soils- The sge differ­
ences between the proi'iles would elso favor a lower base 
saturation of the Marshall profile ss the leeching process 
would he.ve proceeded for a longer time. 
The Monona profiles had similar base saturation values 
although P601 had developed from leached loess and P603 from 
unleached loess* Prom the similarities in the base satura­
tion of the Monona profiles the conclusion Is drawn that 
after the carbonates are removed the initial decrease in base 
saturation is relatively rapid. 
The base saturation of the surface layers of the Marshall 
and Monona profiles was found to be similar although the pro­
files differed in age- These data support the conclusion 
that after the initial decrease in the base saturation of 
the surface layers has occurred, further changes are slow. 
The inference may also be drawn from the differences in the 
base saturation with depth of the Marshall and Monona pro­
files that further changes in the base saturation of the 
Monona profiles will probably be slow, and will be mainly a 
decrease in the base saturation in the lower part of the 
solum. 
The higher base saturation of the Dow profile (P602) 
than the other loess-derived soils cannot be explained from 
the data presented. The age and slope of the Dow profile 
was similar to the Monona profiles. The Dow profile had 
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developed from deoxidized and unleached loeBS and Monona pro­
file No. P603 fron: oxidized and unleached loess, but the 
relict gleying of the Do-a '  profile (P602) should not influence 
the bese saturation. 
The base saturation of the Napier profiles was found to-
be sirailEr, e.xcept for the surface of P605. The high base 
saturation of profile No. P605 In the surface probably repre­
sents deposition of po?,t-cultural sediments high in bases 
and subsequent partial resaturation of the upper part of 
the profile. The base saturation of the Napier profiles, 
and the loess-derived profiles, Increased with increasing-
depth within the profile (Figure 5). The increase in base 
saturation vdth depth of the Napier profiles may reflect 
either deposition of sediments lower in bases as filling 
progressed, or profile development. The similarities of 
the base saturation curves betv/een the Napier profiles and 
the loess-derived profiles support the conclusion that pro­
file development is responsible for the shape of the base 
saturation curves of the Napier profiles. 
Particle size distribution 
During the field invest ligations discontinuous clay 
skins v;ere described on ped surfaces in the B horizons of 
the profiles sampled. In the thin sections studied, however, 
clay skins were not found on structural aggregates or In 
pores. The fabric of the soil was destroyed i A?hen the thin 
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sections were made, which may partially account for the 
absence of clay skins in the thin sections. The thin section 
studies refute the field interpretation that clay skins 
occurred and apparently the field interpretation that clay 
skins were present was erroneous. 
From the distribution of the less than 2 micron clay with 
depth (Figure 9), and the absence of clay skins in the loess-
derived profiles it can be concluded thet little transloca­
tion of clay within the profiles has occurred- However, that 
clay has formed in place is evident from the increase of clay 
in the solum over the C horizon. The Increase in clay con­
tent in the solum, compared to the C horizon, ranged from a 
minimum of 6 per cent in Monona profile P601 to a maximum of 
9 per cent in the Marshall profile (P600). 
The increase in clay in the solum of the loess-derived 
soils had not resulted in the development of a textural B 
horizon, that is, a measurably greater quantity of clay in 
the B than the A horizon, but has resulted in what might be 
called a textural profile. The criterion for a textural pro­
file would be a measurably greater quantity of clay in the 
solum than in the C horizon. The development of a textural 
profile had not resulted from weathering of primary minerals 
in the coarse silt fraction as shown by the quartz/feldspar 
ratios (Figure 8) .  The weathering in the surface Ipyer of 
the Marshall profile (P600), indicated by the quartz/feldspar 
ratios, was not great enough to explain the increase in clay 
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of that sample over the C horizon. The lack of evidence of 
weathering in the coarse silt fraction, vjould not mean, of 
course, that vjeathering hed not occurred in the finer silt 
fractions. The data presented are not sufficient to account 
for the clay increase in the solum of the loess-derived soils. 
The distribution of the less than 2 micron clay in the 
Marshall profile (P600) and Monona profile P601 -wes found to 
be quite similar (Figure 9), although the Marshall profile 
hed a slightly greater clay content in the lower part of the 
profile than the Monona profile. The higher clay content of 
the Marshall profile can be explained by its greater length 
of time of weathering and the loiter slope gradient. Which 
factor, or factors, v-iere responsible for the higher clay con­
tent of the Marshall profile cannot be determined. The Mar­
shall profile (P600) 8n.d Monona profile P601 had an apparent 
cl8.y mexirauffl in the A-B transition horizon, but the Dow pro­
file and Monona profile P603 had textural profiles that con­
stantly decreased in cley content with depth from the surface 
downward (Figure 9). The Dow and Monona profile p603 also 
had slightly lov>'er clay contents in the upper part of the 
solum than the other loess-derived profiles studied (P600, 
P601), but v«'ere similar to Monona profile P601 in the lower 
part of the solum. The age, slope and vegetative and climatic 
regimes of the Monona and Dow profiles were presumably similar, 
but the Dow and Monona profile p603 had developed from cal­
careous parent materials. Thus, the differences in distrlbu-
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tion with depth and the slightly lower clay contents of the 
Dow and i4onona profile F603 can be related to the carbonate 
content of the parent materials. 
From the data presented It is concluded that once the 
carbonates were removed clay formation was relatively rapid, 
and that the time required for a textural profile similar to 
the Marshall profile {p600) to develop from leached loess was 
less than for a profile to develop from calcareous loess. 
Moreover, it seems that once a clay content approaching that 
of the Mars.iall profile in the upper part, of the solum is 
reached further changes in clay content are slow and consist 
mainly of an increase in the clay content in the lower part 
of the solum. 
The Napier soils (P604 and p605) had little textural dif­
ferentiation within the profile (Figure 9) which contrasted 
to the textural profiles of the loess-derived soils. The 
clay and silt contents of the alluvium were similar to the 
clay and silt contents of the surface horizons of the loess-
derived soils (Tables 3a, 4a and 5a) and from these data it 
can be concluded thet little sorting of the sediments has 
occurred during transportation and deposition. The relatively 
constant clay content with depth in the Napier profiles may 
be Interpreted also as meaning that the development of a soil 
profile had not changed the particle oize distribution of the 
alluvium appreciably. 
Mitroaen 
The decrease in nitrogen content with depth in the 
Marshall snd Monona profiles (P600, P601 and F603) v^ere found 
to be typical of other soils classified as Brunizems (43, 55). 
The Dow profile was found to be lower in total nitrogen than 
the other loess-derived profiles, and the sharp decrease in 
nitrogen of the Dow profile at the 1 foot depth v;as contrasted 
to the raore gradual decrease of the Marshall end Monona pro­
files. Other studies (1, 43, 55) have shown that the nitro­
gen contents of Brunizems decreases gradually with depth. 
Thus, the lower nitrogen content and sharp decrease of nitro­
gen in the Dow profile is probatoly the result of partial trun­
cation of the profile by post-cultural erosion. 
The Napier profiles (P604 and P605) had a nitrogen dis­
tribution similar to the soils developed from side valley 
waterway sediEents studied by Poetsoh (86). As in the soils 
studied by Poetsch, the soils of the present study developed 
from alluvium had s more gradual decrease in nitrogen content 
than the associated soils on the uplands- The largest portion 
of the nitrogen of the loess-derived soilvg was undoubtedly 
developed in place, but in the soils developed from alluvium 
or side valley waterway sediments moat of the nitrogen may be 
depositional in origin rather than genetic. The higher nitro­
gen content of the Napier profiles than the loess-dervlv^d pro­
files may also reflect the more favora.ble moisture conditions 
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of the lower concave slope position occupied by the Kapier 
profiles than the convex positions occupied by the loess-
derived profiles. 
The nitrogen distribution and content of the Msrshe.ll 
and Monona profiles was found to be generally similar. How­
ever, the Napier profiles had s more gradusl decrease in 
nitrogen content with depth in the profile than the loess-
derived soils. These data support the conclusion thst the 
nitrogen content of the profiles studied h^s not been appre­
ciably influenced by the differences in ages of the soils. 
Apparently, the nitrogen content of a profile reaches an 
equilibrium -A'ith its environment in a period of tirae less than 
the minifflum age of the soils studied. 
Total and free iron 
The oxidized and leached zone was described as being 
mottled, but Iron was not segregated into pipestems and the 
matrix colors were yellowish brown. The lower oxidized and 
unleached zone as observed in the field had yellovjish brown 
matrix colors and sparse pipestems. In contrast to the 
oxidized zones, the upper deoxidized zone was characterized 
fey gray matrix colors and abundant pipestems. In the loess 
zones that contained pipestems, the pipestems were-traced 
into the underlying loess zones or plaeosols. Ruhe, Prill 
and .Riecken (35) concluded that the upper deoxidized zone was 
a relict feature of a pre-existing vjster table and zone of 
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saturation. Thus, the underlying oxidised and unleached zone 
also vjould hsve been a zone of water satur-^tion. However, 
permanent zones of water saturation ere not considered to occur 
in the position of the upper deoxidized or lower oxidized and 
unleached zones under the present climRtic conditions (36). 
The absence of massive gleyed, deoxidized, s.reas and 
segregation of iron oxides into pipestems indicates th-^^t the 
oxidized and leeched zone had not been a zone of prolonged 
water saturation. This zone hsd been subjected to periods 
of impeded drainage, however, as indicated by the segregation 
of iron oxides into mottles and concretions (36). Apparently, 
the oxidized and leached zone since loess deposition had 
weathered under conditions vjhich u'ould favor acoumulation of 
iron oxides. By contrast, the underlying deoxidized and un­
leached zone was apparently for.ned by a water table and zone 
of saturation during Late 'ti/lsconGin (35, 36), ajid had been 
subjected to intensive reducing conditions and iron movement 
as indicated by the segregation of iron oxides into pipestems 
and the gray matrix colors- The presence of sparse pipestems 
and yellowish brot^n matrix colors indicate that the oxidized 
and unleached zone had not been subjected to the intensity of 
iron movement as the deoxidized and unleached zone during Late 
Wisconsin. Hovjever, this zone apparently had not we-thered 
under conditions as favorable for iron accumulation as the 
uppermost oxidized and leached zone. .These lines of evidence 
support the conclusion that the differences in total iron 
content of the oxidized and leached, oxidized and unleached, 
and deoxidized and unleached zones, ahovm in Table 6, prob­
ably are related to the past conditions of weathering impressed 
upon each loess zone. 
The total iron of the two pipestems sampled differed 
considerably (Table 6), and in addition it was found that the 
free iron of the pipestems was not proportional to the total 
iron. However, the free iron content of the pipestems studied 
xiias higher than the free iron content of the bulk samples. 
The bulk samples of the two unleached zones had similar free 
iron values, but in the gray matrix sample of the deoxidized 
and unleached zone the free iron content was very low, in 
fact too low to be measured by the method uj^ed. Therefore, 
most, if not all, of the free iron in the deoxidized zone 
was derived from the pipestems and concretions. 
The free iron contents of the loess-derived profiles 
{P600, P601, P602 and P603) was found to decrease slightly 
with depth (Figure 5). Except for the surface layers of the 
Dow (p602) and Monona profile P603, no apparent zone of free 
iron accumulation within the solum was found. The absence 
of horizons of free iron accumulation shows that little redis­
tribution of iron below the surface layer has occurred as a 
result of soil development. While the loess-derived profiles 
were similar in distribution of free iron with depth, each 
profile differed in the percentage of free iron. The Marshall 
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and Monona profile P501 have developed from the oxidized end 
leached zone, and as has been shown earlier this zone had 
not been subjected to the Intensity of iron movenient as the 
underlying zones. Thus, the higher free iron contents of 
the Marshall and Monona profile P601 raay be explained by the 
past conditions of weathering of the oxidized and leached 
zone. The higher free iron content of the Marshall profile 
than Monona profile P601 may be related to the higher per­
centage of total area in diffuse oxide concentrations of the 
Marshall profile (Table 7), but these data are not conclusive. 
The free iron contents of the Dow (p602) and Monons pro­
file P603 were found to be lower than the other loess-derived 
profiles. Both profiles contained pipesteras, but the matrix 
colors of the Dov; profile were gray and the 'Monona profile 
yellov-jish brown. The presence of pipestems in these profiles 
indicates movement of iron from the matrices and possibly 
out of the profile site. It was also found that the gray 
matrix sample of the deoxidized and unleached zone was very 
low in free iron (Table 6). Therefore, the differences in 
the free iron contents of the Dow and Monona profile P603 can 
be related to the intensity of the iron movement at eech pro­
file site during the formation of the upper deoxidized zone. 
Subsequent exposure of the profile site by dissection and 
soil development has not changed the free iron contents 
appreciably except in the surface layers. 
Other workers (8, 10, 55) have found that the free iron 
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distribution of well drained Brunizeras -wss releted to the 
clay aistribution within the profile- In general the raaximura 
free iron content corresponded to the raaximum clay content 
of the profile- The loess-derived profiles in this study 
were found to have the highest free iron content in the hori­
zons of highest clay content, but in contrast to other studies 
(8, 10, 55) distinct horizons of free iron accumulation were 
absent. 
The free iron content of the Napier profiles (P604 and 
P605) 1-J3.3 relatively uniform throughout the profile. The 
uniforaity of the free iron distribution in these profiles 
indicates that the free iron contents are related to the free 
iron content of the parent material, and soil development has 
not changed the free iron content appreciably. 
In profiles developed in the deoxidized loess, as the 
Dow soils, soil forrapticn had resulted in little color change 
from the parent materials. Apparently, once a zone is gleyed 
or mottled and the conditions that produced the gleying are 
removed, the time required for profile development to obliter­
ate the gleying or to change the free iron contents appre­
ciably is greater than the minimum age of the soils studied. 
An exception is found in the Monona-Dow intergrade soils 
which have been "reoxidlzed" to a depth of 25 inches or less. 
This "reoxidlzation" of the profile, however, has been mainly 
a redistribution of the iron in the pipesteras. If the pipe-
stems were absent these soils probably would have retained 
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the characteristic gray colors of the parent material. 
Landscape Position and Soil properties 
In the course of the soils investlgstion the mspping 
units (soil types) were delineated solely on the bssis of 
their observable profile properties. However, when the dis-
trihution of the geornorphic surfaces, the outcrops of the 
loess zonation, and the soils r^re compsred (Figures 3, 4, 
10 and 13) a high degree of relationship is noted. The Taze­
well surface was occupied by the Marshall soils, and the out-
crops of the oxidized and leached and the oxidized and un-
leached zones on the Recent surface corresponded to the dis­
tribution of the Monona soils. The Ida. soils ^vere found only 
where the oxidized and unleached zone was calcareous at the 
surface. The distribution of the Dow and Monona-Dow inter-
grade soils corresponded to the outcrops of the two deoxidized 
zones, except where the basal deoxidized zone was reoxidized 
to a depth of 3 feet or more-
The laboratory analyses supported the field observations 
that the soil properties depended upon landscape position. 
The base saturation, particle size distribution and free Iron 
contents of the soils studied was found to be related to the 
age of the surface and the chemical properties of the loess 
zone from vjhich the profile had developed. 
While a relationship was found between landscape position 
and profile properties, the differences between the soils on 
the various landscape positions were not large. Hutton (11, 
12) had attributed the differences in the loess-derived soils 
in southwestern Iowa to differences in "effective" age and 
particle size distribution of the pprent materials since the 
slope, vegetation and cliaiate were simj.lar. Recent work 
(33, 34, 36) has indicated that the soils studied by Button 
may have been of similar age. Therefore, parent mster'ial may 
hs.ve been an important factor in determining the chpracterls-
tics of the soils studied by Button. In the present study 
the soils differed In age, slope, carbonate content of the 
parent materials and possibly past vegetative and climatic 
regimes. The variation in these factors has resulted in dif­
ferences in the soils studied, but the differences found 
•were not as large as those found by Hutton (11, 12). The 
inference may be drawn from this and other studies (11, 12) 
that the Inherent properties of the lowan-Tazewell loess in 
the area studied has been the dominant factor in soil develop­
ment • 
Landscape Evolution and the Catenary Concept 
Milne (20, p. 197) originally defined the catena as: 
. . .  a  g r o u p i n g  o f  s o i l s  w h i c h ,  x v h i l e  t h e y  f a l l  
wide apart in a natural system of classification on 
account of fundamental genetic and morphological 
differences, are yet linked in their occurrence by 
conditions of topography and are repeated in the 
same relationship to each other whenever the same 
conditions are met with. 
Although Milne placed emphasis on drainage in a catena in 
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later writings (21, p. 16), he recognized that factors other 
than drainage were also responsible for the soil differences. 
In the United Stetes the term catena has been used as 8^ 
grouping of soils developed froir. one kind of parent mpterial 
and differing in profile characteristics mainlj' owing to dif­
ferences in relief or drainage (43; 49; 5; 6; 53, p. 1164). 
The latest definition of catena (27, p. 431) erapihasized that 
the soils must be of similar age and have developed under 
sifiiilar cliaisite. 
In the Marshall soil association area the catena is 
formed by the Marshall aiid Minden soil series. The Marshall 
series has been described as ranging in slope from 8 to 11 
per cent and the Minden series as occurring on divides on 
slopes of zero to 1 per cent (28, p. 21). 
In the Marshall soil association area the gently convex 
divides probably have been stable since Tazewell time while 
the valley slopes are of Recent age- Therefore, if the term 
catena is to be used to designate soil differences influenced 
only by differences in elevation and drainage the Marshall 
catena would be restricted to the level and gently convex 
stable uplands. This would require dividing the Marshall 
series into two catenary associations depending upon land­
scape position, ajid possibly establishing different series 
for the various landscape positions. The basis on which soil 
series are differentiated, hoviever, are the observable dif­
ferences in morphology and not landscape position alone. In 
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the area studied, and in similer areas of Iowa, the parent 
aaterial apparently WSG the controlling factor in profile 
development, and the morphology of the soils developed on the 
various landscape positions vjas found to be similsr. 
It is apparent, therefore, that if the catena concept 
is to be of value in describing the soils of the loesB land­
scapes of south>;e3tern Iowa it should be revised, and possibly 
used mainly in the sense of the present soil association area 
concept (28, 42). The term catena used in this manner would 
then be used in the sense of soil Isndscepes, v^hich corres­
ponds to Milne's original definition of the term catena (20, 
p. 197). 
A revision of the catena concept, of course would not 
solve the problem of how to properly define and characterize 
a soil series which occupies both the stable srees of the 
landscape and areas that may have been subjected to dissec­
tion subsequent to the deposition of the parent materials. 
Kany of the loess-derived .soil series in Iowa consist of 
only one soil type, but have several slope phases (37). 
While the results of this study indicated that the slope 
phases and types may be similar morphologically and chemically, 
the differences in the ages and past vegetative and climatic 
regimes should not be ignored. This is especially true when 
a series is correlated across broad geographic areas, or vjhen 
two series are being con5)9red. 
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Relationships of Landscape and Soil Studies 
McCracken (22, p. 4) has shown that a large increase in 
the number of soil series has occurred in recent ye?rs. This 
increase has decreased the differences in morphology between 
many of the units and hr?s made delineation and characteriza­
tion more difficult. 
A high degree of relationship between the distribution 
of the geomorphic surfaces, the outcrops of the loess zona-
tion, and the soils on the landscape has been shown by this 
and other studies (33, 34). The outcrops of the deoxidized 
zones in many places were narrow (Figure 4) and no topographic 
or vegetative change was apparent which would aid in predict­
ing their occurrence on the landscape. Also, the deoxidized 
zones were not continuous on the landscape (Figure 13 index 
map)• Thus, without an understanding of the loess zonation 
the delineation of the soils developed in the deoxidized 
zones would be subject to considerable error unless borings 
were closely spaced. Interpretations of the gleying of the 
Dow series (P602) made from the surface distribution and 
morphology of the profile alone would be subject to error. 
Once the development of the loess zonation and its distribu­
tion under the interfluves is understood it becomes apparent 
that the gleying of the Dow soils is a relict feature and not 
related to the present environment (35). 
The results of this investig8.,tion have shown that in 
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soil genesis investigations i>;hers soils on different landscape 
positions sre studied, a study of tbe landscape and its 
dsvelopinent should be made also. A detailed study of the 
landscape should aid the soil surveyor in increasing his accu­
racy end speed of raepping-
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SUMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The angular truncation of two or more of the weathering 
zones of the lowan-Tazewell loess by the modern slope showed 
that the area studied was dissected in Latest Wisconsin-Becent 
tifije. A radiocarbon sample from the basal part of a gully-
fill along Cut No. 39, sampled and dated by other workers, 
was used to date the valley slopes as Recent, or less than 
6,800 + 300 years. However, while the valley slopes were 
being eroded, the level to gently convex divide positions 
probably were relatively stable, and were dated as Tazewell, 
or 14,000-16,000 years-
The dissection of the landscape had not only produced 
differences in time of weathering, but by exposing the vari­
ous weathering zones of the lowan-Tazewell loess, had exposed 
parent materials that differed both in color and carbonate 
content. 
The Marshall profile developed on the Tazewell surface 
was characterized by a lower base saturation and higher clay 
content in the solum than the profiles developed on the Becent 
surface. 
The Monona profiles on the Recent surface had developed 
from both leached and unleached loess- The differences in 
carbonate content of the parent materials had little influence 
on the per cent base saturation of the Monona profiles. How­
ever, the profile developed from leached parent material had 
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a higher clay content and different distribution of clay with 
depth in the upper part of the solum than the profile developed 
from unleached loess. 
The particle size distribution of the Dow profile devel­
oped from deoxidized and unleached loess on the recent sur­
face was found to be similar to the particle size distribu­
tion of the Monona profile developed from unleached loess* 
The Dow profile had a higher bass saturation and e. lower free 
iron content than the other profiles studied. 
The Napier profiles developed from Recent alluvium were 
found to have lower base saturation and higher nitrogen con­
tents than the loess-derived soils. The particle size dis­
tribution of the Napier profiles contrasted to the textural 
profiles of the loess-derived soils by having a relatively 
constant clay content with depth. 
The free iron distribution with depth of the loess-
derived profiles was similar and little redistribution of 
iron had occurred as the result of soil development. The free 
iron contents of the profiles studied were found to be related 
to the past conditions of weathering impressed upon the parent 
materials. 
The distribution of the soils, the georaorphic surfaces, 
and the outcrops of the loess aonation was found to be closely 
related. The per cent base saturation, particle size distribu­
tion and free iron contents of the soils studied were found to 
be related to the age of the surface and the chemical proper­
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ties of the loess zone from which the profile had developed. 
While a relationship was found between lendscape position and 
profile properties the differences between the soils on the 
various landscape positions were not large- The conclusion 
was reached that the inherent properties of the lowan-Tazewell 
loess in the area studied had been the dominant factor in soil 
development. 
The catena concept was discussed and the conclusion was 
reached that the catena concept as presently used in the 
United States probably needs to be modified to describe the 
soils of the loess landscapes in southwestern Iowa. 
The method of combining geomorphic and soil genesis 
studies was tested and found to be satisfactory. 
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SOIL TEST RESULTS 
The following samples were collected and preserved in 
a field aoist conQitlon by atorpge in pint jars. Field moist 
potassium, conditioned potassium (air dry), phosphorus snd 
pH were determined by the Soil Testing Laboratory, Iowa State 
College, Ames, lovja. 
Marshall Silty Glay Loam 
Slope 1 per cent, parent materiel; oxidized and leached 
lowan-Taaev/ell loess. Age: TaKewell. 
Depth, P K f  K2^ 
Horizon inches pH (lbs./a.) (lbs./fit.) (lbs./a • )  
^Ip 0-6 5.9 1.5 400 400 
^'-12 6-9 6.4 0.5 132 236 
A-B 9-14 6.4 0.5 100 224 
^^21 14-23 6.6 0.5 76 194 
^22 23-31 6.7 0.5 60 184 
3,3 31-40 6.9 1.5 72 224 
Bo 40-44 7.0 1.0 60 204 
C 44-52 7.0 1.5 68 224 
Marshall Silty Glay Loam 
Slope 1 per cent. P; •I rent material; oxidised and lepched 
lowari-Tazewell loess .  Age; Tazewell • 
Depth, P K: i '^2 
Horizon inches (lbs./a.) (lbs./a.) (lbs./a 
• / 
Alp 0-6 6.0 2.0 284 332 
A-B 6-10 6.3 1.0 92 208 
B21 10-16 6.4 1.0 116 180 
B22 16-25 7.6 1.5 52 176 
•^0 25-35 6.8 1.5 40 160 
B-C 35-45 7.0 2.5 40 124 
Gl 45+ 7.0 2.0 44 120 
- field molBt potassium 
'^Kg -  conditioned potassium (sir dry) 
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Monona Silt Loam 
Slooe 12 per cent- Parent material: 
low an- Tazewell loess. Age: Recent. 
Depth, P 
Horizon Inches (lbs./a.; 
0-7 6.4 1.0 
BE 7-17 6.8 0.5 
B3 17-27 6.8 3.0 
C 27-36 7.0 5.0 
C 36-4 5 7.0 6.5 
Monona Silt Loam 
Slope 10 per cent. Parent material: 
lowan-'i 'azewell loe ss. Age: Recent. 
Depth, P 
Horizon inches pH (lbs./e. 
0-6 4.0 
A-B 6-9 2.0 
B21 9-15 1.5 
B22 15-2.1 6.6 1.0 
B3 21-33 7.0 2.5 
B-G 33-41 7.2 2.5 
C 41+ 7.8 3.5 
Monona Silt Loam 
Slope 12 per cent. parent material: 
Iovvan-Tazeweli loes s. Age: Recent• 
oxidized and leached 
Kl ^2 
(lbs./a.) (lbs./a.) 
126 200 
60 192 
60 196 
60 E14 
68 216 
oxidized and lesched 
Kt Kg 
(Ibo•/a.) (lbs-/a.) 
304 
100 
54 
36 
34 
36 
32 
364 
200 
156 
140 
136 
128 
128 
oxidized and unleached 
Depth, P Ki K2 
orizon inches (lbs./a.) (lbs./a.) (lbs./a.) 
Alp 0-6 6.4 2.0 164 228 
A-B 6-10 6.7 0.5 72 168 
B2 10-18 7.0 0.5 SO 200 
Bg 
C 
18-24 7.8 2.0 60 192 
£4-33 8.0 0.5 78 190 
C 33-42 8.4 0.5 64 180 
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Monona Silt Loam 
Slope 12 per cent. Parent material: oxidized gjid unleached 
lowan-Tazewell loess. Age; Recent. 
Depth, P Ki K2 
Horizon inches Eli (I 'hs./a.) (lbs./a.) (lbs./: 
Alv 0-5 8.8 1.5 180 252 
A-B 5-^8 7.2 1.5 50 150 
B21 8-14 7.0 1.0 44 156 
14-25 6.8 1.5 38 144 
23-34 7.0 5.5 32 128 
G 35-52 8.0 0.5 40 152 
D^- b2f 8.£ 0.5 36 156 
Napier Silty Clay Loam 
Slope 8 per cent, parent materisl: Hecsnt Alluvium. 
Depth, •p ^1 K S  
Horizon inches pH {lbs. / a . )  (lbs . / a . )  (Ibs./i 
^Ip 
A.3 
0-6 6 - 2  0 . 5  400 400 
6-10 6 .  5  0 . 5  112 196 
Bl 10-15 6 . 6  1 . 0  100 188 
B2 15-25 6 . 5  2 . 0  96 192 
B3 25-34 6 . 6  4 . 0  96 188 
B3 43-48 6 . 8  6 . 5  3f3 206 
48+ 6 . 6  1 0 . 5  • ?6 196 
Napier Silty Cley Loam 
Slope 8 per cent. Parent material: Pec ent Alluvium. 
. Depth, P K2 
Horizon inches Eli (lbs./ a . )  (lbs.7 a . )  (lbs./a.) 
Aip 0-4 6 . 4  4 . 0  344 372 
A12 4-11 6.7 2 . 0  120 212 
AI2 11-18 6 . 7  2 . 0  80 196 
A-B 18-24 6 . 7  3 . 0  66 184 
B21 24-37 7 . 4  3 . 5  56 180 
B22 37-53 7.6 2 . 5  48 160 
B3 53-72 7 . 7  6 . 0  36 148 
Cl 72+ 7 . 0  5 . 0  — 260 
^The D horizon is deoxidised sad leached lov/an-Tazewell 
loess. 
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Dow Silty Clay Loam 
Slope 12 per cent. Parent fflaterial; deoxidized and unleached 
lowan-Tazewell loess .  Age: Recent. 
Depth, P % Kp 
Horizon inches (lbs./a.) (lbs./a.) (Ibs./i 
B 0-6 7.2 6.0 232 292 
B-C 6-12 6.6 6.5 54 204 
G 12-El 6.8 4.5 76 228 
C 21-30 3.C 1.0 120 240 
C 30-39 8.2 0.5 110 22S 
c 39-48 8.3 1.0 129 220 
Bow Silty Clay Loam 
Slope 11 per cent, parent liisterisl; deo::idized and unleached 
Iovan-Tazewell loess. Age: Recent. 
Depth, P ^2 
Horizon inches pH (Ihs./s.) (lbs•/a.} (lbs./a.) 
Al 
B2 
3.3 
Cl 
9 21 
0-5 — 5.0 266 264 
5-9 — 1.5 1 '^O 174 
9-17 7.0 4.5 36 144 
17-26 6.8 10.0 36 132 
26-30 8.0 1.5 40 160 
30-35 8.0 1.0 40 146 
o5-f- e.2 1.0 40 176 
Monona-Dow Intergrade 
Slope 11 per cent. Parent material: deoxidl5:ed and unleached 
lowan-Tazewell loess, but "reoxidized" to a depth of 25 inches. 
Age; Recent. 
horizon 
"^Ip 
A-B 
B2 
Bs 
Gl 
Ct 
D&p uh, 75 Jl. Kl Kp 
Inches EH (lbs./a.) (lbs-/a-) (lbs ./a.) 
0-e 6.0 2.5 240 296 
6-11 6.1 0.5 B2 200 
11-19 6.8 1.5 04 220 
19-25 6.8 1.5 84 208 
25-34 8.1 1.0 88 220 
34-43 8.2 0.5 88 220 
Figure 10. Location of soil profiles sampled with 
reference to the losss zonatlon 
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